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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Town of Golden is developing the Golden Transportation Plan (GTP) to shape the future of
transportation in Golden and respond to new transportation needs and trends.
Transportation is a big part of our lives, it affects how we move throughout town, how our community
looks and feels, and how we interact with one another.
This report marks the end of the second round of public engagement for this project, with the first
round having wrapped up in September 2021. During the second round of engagement, participants
had the opportunity to participate through an online survey and virtual information session.
Online Survey
The online survey was comprised of 31 questions which were hosted on Momentive and asked a variety
of questions about the road network and active transportation network of Golden. The survey was open
from January 27 to February 13, 2022, and 266 participants took the time to share their perspectives.
Please note, the potential projects for the road network are known as improvement projects, while the
potential projects for the active transportation network are known as proposed changes.
About Participants.
The participants who responded to the survey were diverse, with a variety of residents, property owners,
workers, and business owners, as well as a range of ages and household types. The following are some
highlights from questions about the participants:
•

71% of participants live in Golden.

•

Many participants (38%) indicated that they were residents of Golden, followed next by
property owners (27%) and workers (23%).

•

More than half the participants indicated they there were between the age of 35 to 54 years old
(57%), more than 20% were over 55 years old (23%), and almost 20% were between 25 and 34
years old (19%).

•

Over two-thirds of the participants identified as female.

•

Almost two-thirds of the participants indicated that their household had 2 registered vehicles
(63%).

•

Nearly half of the participants shared that they lived in a household of 2 people (47%).

Vision:
•

Overall, 71% of participants felt that the draft vision aligns well or very well with their vision for
the future of transportation in Golden.

Goals:
•
•

All the goals received over 88% of support from participants.
Additional comments about the goals include.
o
Participants wanted to have a highly interconnected transportation network.
o Participants wanted to learn more about the logistics of creating a healthy and safe
community. Participants were eager to see air quality be addressed through the lens of
a healthy and safe community.
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Road Network Improvements
(For location of proposed improvements, refer to Figure 1 – Proposed Road Network Improvement
Projects, Section 3.3)
•

Improvements 6 to 11 received over 65% of support from participants when combining the
categories of strongly support and support.

•

All improvement projects received very little opposition.

•

The improvement project that participants most wanted to see implemented was
improvement 6, which is to ‘Advocate to BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to
implement a new Highway 95 bridge across Kicking Horse River (project currently underway)’.

Active Transportation Proposed Changes
(For location of proposed improvements, refer to Figure 2 – Proposed Active Transportation Network
Improvement Projects, Section 3.3)
•

Sidewalks – Almost all the proposed changes received over 55% support from participants
when combining the categories of strongly support and support. Proposed change 4
(downtown network improvement), was the most supported change with 87% support when
combining the support and strongly support categories. All proposed sidewalk changes
received very little opposition.

•

Multi-use trails – Proposed changes 15, 22, and 24 (11th Street North/9th Avenue North, Fisher
Road, and Old Railway Corridor), received the overall highest level of support from participants
(over 80%) when taking into consideration the support and strongly categories. Over 25% of
participants opposed proposed change 26 when combining the categories of strongly opposed
and opposed together.
Active transportation corridors - All proposed changes 28 to 34 received over 55% of support
when combining support and strongly support. Proposed change 28 (Riverglen Connector),
received the highest level of support with 72%. All proposed active transportation corridor
changes received very little opposition.

•

•

Crossing improvements - Proposed changes 35 to 42 received over 60% support when
considering the support and strongly support categories together. Proposed change 38 (Lady
Grey Elementary School Crossing) and proposed change 39 (Golden & District Hospital
Crossing) both received over 80% support, the highest of the listed changes. All proposed
crossing improvement changes received very little opposition.

•

When combining the categories of support and strongly support, 87% of participants
supported the proposed active transportation network projects and felt that the projects
addressed walking, bicycling, and rolling issues and gaps in Golden.
The top three most prioritized projects are:
o Improvement 23 (Highway 95 Bridge replacement project) was selected as the top priority
by most participants.
o Improvement 4 - Downtown network - was selected the 2nd most frequently by
participants as their top priority.
o Improvement 12 - Golden Donald Upper Road - was the third priority that participants
selected the most.

•

Actions and Themes to Achieve the Goals of the GTP
•

All the actions to enhance and build a network of infrastructure to support safe and
comfortable travel for pedestrians and cyclists in Golden received over 90% support when
combining the support and strongly support categories.
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•

All the actions to enhance the experience of walking, rolling, and bicycling for all users through
accessible and convenient network design received over 80% support when combining the
categories of strongly support and support.

•

Action B- Wayfinding, was the most supported action to encourage more walking, rolling, and
bicycling by creating a navigable network, with 83% support when combining the categories of
strongly support and support. Action B -Wayfinding: Review current signage and look for
opportunities to add new directional, information, and regulatory signage, including working
with Tourism Golden to update the Bike Trail Map.

•

Theme A, building the active transportation network was ranked the most important theme for
61% of participants.

Parking
Participants provided additional comments about what their concerns were related to parking in
Golden. Some highlights from their comments include the following.
•
Many participants (38%) indicated that a lack of parking for employees and business owners
resulted in staff parking in prime spots, thereby creating parking issues.
•
Conversely, many participants (35%) also indicated that vehicle parking was not an issue.
•
When asked about the most difficult time of year to find parking, participants shared that it
was challenging to find parking in the summer (39%), and in the winter (27%), but not during
the shoulder seasons. Interestingly, some participants (20%) felt that parking was not an issue
at any time of year.
•
Most participants found it most difficult to find parking on weekday afternoons.
•
Other challenges of parking in Golden included:
o Large vehicles (RVs and Truck/Trailers) occupying multiple parking stalls.
o Participants felt that parking garage(s) would solve many of the parking problems in
Town.

Visitor Traffic
•

Participants indicated what they were primarily concerned about when visitors are driving in
Town.
o Driving infractions such as speeding, improper turns, etc.
o Visitors drive slowly or perform U-turns because they are lost.

On-Demand Transit
•

The majority of participants (67%) either supported or strongly supported on-demand transit
service in Golden.

•

Additional comments about on-demand transit include.
o

Several participants (14) shared that transit is expensive to implement and might not
get used by the community.

o

Some participants (13) felt that seniors may face barriers to accessing this service due to
challenges with technological literacy.

o

A few participants (12) felt it would be easier to offer predictable transit routes and
schedules.
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Final Thoughts
A final comment box was provided for pariticpants to share any further thoughts on the network
improvements. Comments that came up more than once included:
•
•

Participants hoped to see on-demand transit come to the community.
Participants were eager to have a regional pathway between Golden, Donald, Radium, etc.

Virtual Information Session
A virtual information session was hosted on February 7, 2022, from 5 pm to 6 pm on Zoom for
participants to learn more about the project’s progress and share their perspectives about the plan. The
event began with a brief presentation, which summarized the work completed to date and the
ongoing engagement efforts of the project. Participants were then split into two breakout rooms, one
for the active transportation network and one for the road network. The following themes emerged
from the breakout rooms:
•
•

•
•

Transit in Golden. Participants were interested to learn more about the logistics of transit in
Golden and who the target users would be.
Safe connections through Golden. Participants shared that there are safety concerns, as users
transition from one area to another, including the exit from the Rotary trails into communities,
and the speed at which vehicles on Highway 95 arrive in Golden.
Winter maintenance. Participants stressed the importance of snow removal to allow yearround active transportation.
Bridge connections. Participants highlighted that the pedestrian bridge can handle many
users, but the surrounding sidewalks can not, which is dangerous.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The first round of engagement in September 2021 was intended to gain a stronger understanding of
the needs and opportunities within the community. The first round of engagement helped to shape
the draft vision, goals, potential projects, and future actions for the Golden Transportation Plan (GTP).
The purpose of this second round of engagement was to share main components of the plan and to
gather feedback on items of the draft GTP such as the vision, potential projects, etc. Furthermore, the
second round worked to understand what the priority projects and actions were for the community.
For the second round of engagement, the following tactics were used.

TACTIC
1. Virtual Open
House

2. Online Survey

3. Virtual
Information
Session

PARTICIPATION
40 participants

266 participants

32 participants

DETAILS
•
•

January 26, 2022, 12 pm to 1 pm
Hosted on Zoom

•
•

Brief presentation
Comments and questions were submitted
through the chat and addressed during the
session.

•
•

Available from January 27 to February 13, 2022
Hosted on Momentive with 31 questions
(formats included multiple-choice, openended, etc.)

•

Advertised on the Town website and social
media platforms

•

February 7, 2022, from 5 to 6 pm

•

Included two rounds of two breakout rooms at
20 minutes each (total of 40-minute discussion
period)

•
•

Maps used to facilitate discussions
Comments from the chat were saved

•

Input gathered from participants who reached
out to the Town of Golden about the GTP

As part of the second round of engagement, the first tactic was a virtual Open House held on January
26th, 2022, from 12 pm to 1 pm. Forty (40) participants joined the event. The event featured a brief
presentation to provide an overview of the project and work completed to date, before opening the
discussion up to the participants. Participants shared their comments and question through the chat
function of the meeting and the following themes arose.
•
•

There is a need for a pedestrian crossing north of the Kicking Horse River on Highway 95.
The community is interested in electric-powered transportation, including transit.

•

The Town should support non-vehicular connectivity between the hotels along the highways
and the Downtown.

•

Additional safety measures are needed along 11th Street S. to ensure pedestrian safety at the
crosswalks near the school(s).
There is an interest to see active transportation hubs downtown and along the highways.

•
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•

There is an interest to connect the Rotary trails between the Alexander Park area and 5th
Avenue by going under the old train bridge (under Highway 95) on the southern part of Town,
past Rona and along the Highway bypass lands. This would create a trail loop around the Town.

•

Improving safety along with Selkirk Hill for pedestrians should be a priority as there have been
concerns from residents about near-miss collisions.

•

Improvements are needed along 12th Street South, especially closing the gaps in the sidewalk
network.
There is an interest in using alleys as active transportation corridors.

•

Section 3.0 provides an overview of the second engagement tactic, the online survey, and the key
findings from the survey. And Section 4.0 provides a summary of the third engagement tactic for this
round of engagement; which was the virtual information session.
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3.0 SURVEY RESULTS
3.1 ABOUT YOU (OPTIONAL)
1.

Question: Where do you live?
Findings:
The majority of participants live in Golden (71%), while 27% of participants live in Area A.

Outside of Golden
and Area A, 2%

In Area A (i.e. rural
area surrounding
Golden), 27%

In Golden, 71%

Response rate: 259 responded, 1 skipped.

2.

Question: What is your connection to Golden? Please select all that apply.
Findings:
Most participants indicated that they were residents of Golden (38%), several shared that they
were property owners and worked in the Town. Almost 10% of participants were business owners.
Interestingly 1% of participants shared that they were visitors, and 2% selected other. It should be
noted that for these questions, residents were able to select more than one category.
Visit here, 1%

Other , 2%

Work here, 23%
Resident, 38%

Business owner, 9%
Property owner,
27%
Response rate: 260 responded, 0 skipped.

Of the participants who selected ‘other’, participants shared that their connection to Golden related
to their need to get groceries and use community amenities or that they were part-time residents.
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3.

Question: How old are you?
Findings:
Over one-third of participants shared that they were between the age of 35 to 44 years old.
Nearly one-fifth of participants shared that they were between 45 to 54 years old or 25 to 34 years
old. Just over 10% of participants shared that they were between 55 to 66 years old, or 65 and over.
Notably, no participants indicated that they were 14 years or younger.
65 or over, 12%

55 to 64 years old,
11%

45 to 54 years old,
22%

15 to 24 years old,
2%
25 to 34 years old,
19%

35 to 44 years old,
35%

Response rate: 258 responded, 2 skipped.

4.

Question: What is your gender?
Findings:
All participants responded to this question almost two-thirds of the participants identified as
female, while just over one-third of participants identified as male, and only 2% chose to not
disclose their gender.

5.

Question: How many vehicles are registered to your household?
Findings:
Over half of the participants indicated that their household has 2 registered vehicles. While
around 20% of participants indicated their either owned 1 car or 3 or more cars.
3 or more, 18%

1 car, 19%

2 cars, 63%

Response rate: 260 responded, 0 skipped.
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6.

Question: Including yourself, how many people live in your household?
Findings:
Nearly half of the participants shared that they lived in a household of 2 people. Roughly 20% of
participants indicated that they lived in a household of either 3 or 4 people.
5+ people, 5%

1 person, 8%

4 people, 17%

2 people, 47%
3 people, 22%

Response rate: 260 responded, 0 skipped.

3.2 VISION AND GOALS
7.

Question: How well do you feel the Draft Vision aligns with your vision for the future of
transportation in Golden?
Findings:
Overall, 71% of participants felt that the draft vision aligns well or very well with their vision for
the future of transportation in Golden. One-fifth of participants were neutral to the draft vision,
while 8% of participants felt the draft vision aligned poorly or very poorly with their vision of
transportation in Golden.
Very poor, 1%
Poor, 7%

Very well, 27%

Neutral, 21%

Well, 44%
Response rate: 227 responded, 33 skipped.
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8.

Question: Goals are desired results that align with the vision. They are non-specific and
conceptual but working toward them brings the community closer to achieving the vision. The
Draft Goals were developed using themes presented in the Town's Official Community Plan and
through considering transportation strategies that will help the Town achieve the Vision. Indicate
your level of support for each goal.
Findings:
Overall, participants indicated a high level of support for the goals of the project, with each
goal receiving over 88% of support when combining the responses of support and strongly
support. Notably, Theme 1 Health and Safety (#2) received slightly more neutral and opposed
responses as compared to other goals.
2%

3%

Theme 1 Health and Safety (#1): Provide a safe network
for all road users (people walking, biking, driving, etc)

40%

54%

1%

2%

Theme 1 Health and Safety (#2): Support the health of
both people and the environment by encouraging active
transportation and a reduction in vehicle emissions.

37%

51%

7% 4%

3%

Theme 2 Integrated: Provide an integrated network with
various options for moving within and beyond the Town.

35%

56%

2%

3%

2%

Theme 3 Accessible: Provide an accessible network that
allows people to move throughout the community
regardless of age, ability, and income.

36%

55%

2%

4%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Strongly Support

Support

Neutral

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Response rate: 232 responded, 28 skipped.

9.

Question: (Optional) Do you have any comments on the Proposed Goals? Are there goals that we
missed? If so, describe briefly (please keep in mind, goals are high-level results of the Plan, not
specific actions).
Findings:
Forty-nine participants chose to provide comments about the proposed goals, and as a result, some
themes were identified.
•

Community connections. For theme 2, participants indicated that they would like to
see a greater emphasis on creating connections to destinations throughout the Town.

•

More health information. For theme 1 Health and Safety (#2), participants shared that
this goal was very important for them, and they would like to understand more of how
this goal will be achieved.
Clean air. For theme 1 Health and Safety (#1), participants shared that reducing carbon
emissions and improving air quality were critically important aspects of this goal to
them.

•
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3.3 ROAD NETWORK
Based on technical analysis and on feedback received from residents and businesses during the initial
engagement for the GTP in September 2021, road network improvement projects were identified.
During the initial phase of engagement, we heard the following:

•

Improving safety for all road users and reducing environmental impacts are the most important
outcomes of the GTP.

•

The aspects of the transportation system that should be given the highest priority are
accessibility, walking, and biking, with driving, parking, and transit less of a priority.

The road network improvement projects are shown in the map below, and correlates to the
improvement projects indicated in questions 10 and 11. Please note that the details of the
improvements for the network and plans for implementation will be refined throughout the next phase
of this project. Implementation will be based on several factors, including budget constraints,
discussions with the province, observed traffic volume increases, and public input.

Figure 1 – Proposed Road Network Improvement Projects
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10. Question: Improvements 1 & 2 refer to locations under the Town’s jurisdiction. Generally,
improvements at these locations are permitted by the Town with minimal to no approval or
discussion with the Province. Provide your level of support for these improvements (the
improvement numbers in the question correspond with the numbers [in Appendix A]).
Improvements projects 1-2:
1.
2.

Improve traffic conditions on Selkirk Hill (reduce speeds, improve safety).
Improve traffic conditions on Golden Donald Upper Road (widen the roadway to reduce
congestion).

Findings:
Both improvements 1 and 2, received 70% or more of participants' support when combining
the categories of support and strongly support. Both projects received the same amount of
opposition, with 5% when combining the categories of opposed and strongly opposed.
Improvement 2 received slightly more neutral responses than Improvement 1.
Strongly oppose, 1%

Improvement 1

24%

50%

21%

4%
Strongly oppose, 1%

Improvement 2

25%
0%

10%

45%
20%

Strongly support

25%

30%
40%
50%
60%
Percentage of Respondents
Support

Neutral

Oppose

70%

80%

4%
90%

100%

Strongly oppose

Response rate: 206 responded, 54 skipped.

11. Question: Improvements 3 to 11 refer to locations under the Province’s jurisdiction and will require
longer discussions and approvals. Provide your level of support for these improvements (the
improvement numbers in the question correspond with the numbers on the map in Appendix A).
Provide your level of support for these improvements (the improvement numbers in the question
correspond with the numbers on the map above)
Improvement projects 3-11:
3. Improvements to the intersection control at 10th Avenue N and 7th Street N (signal or
restrict turns) – would require some discussion with the province.
4. Advocate to BC Ministry of Forests to improve roadway conditions on Bowle-Evans Drive.
5. Advocate to BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve traffic
operations on the Dogtooth Bridge (provides access to the Kicking Horse Mountain
Resort).
6. Advocate to BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to implement a new
Highway 95 bridge across Kicking Horse River (project currently underway).
7. Advocate to BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve signal timing
for cross streets (9th Street S) along 10th Avenue S during the morning and afternoon
school hours.
8. Advocate to BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve signage and
lane markings along Highway 95 (10th Avenue S) at 9th Street S to provide more clarity
on through lanes and turning lanes.
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9.

Advocate to BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve traffic control
and provide additional measures to improve pedestrian safety at 10th Avenue/Highway
95 and 11th Street S.
10. Advocate to BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to implement permanent
measures on Highway 95 (10th Avenue) south of 15th Street that would encourage
drivers to slow down as they enter the Town (ex. Speed feedback sign, additional
features to indicate you’re coming into a community, reducing roadway width).
11. Advocate to BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to improve traffic flow for
southbound vehicles at Highway 95/Reflection Lake Road intersection by widening the
intersection to provide a southbound left-turn lane.
Findings:
Overall, each of the improvement projects received over 65% support when combining the
support and strongly support categories. Improvement project 6 received the highest level of
support, with 96% support. Improvements 3 and 4 both received more responses of neutrality and
opposition, as compared to the other improvement projects.
Strongly oppose, 2%

Improvement 3

21%

46%

27%

4%
Strongly oppose, 3%

Improvement 4

20%

43%

28%

6%
Strongly oppose, 1%

Improvement 5

36%

50%

8%

4%

Strongly oppose, 1%
Oppose, 1%

Improvement 6

43%

53%

2%
Strongly oppose, 0%

Improvement 7

29%

52%

18%

1%

Strongly oppose, 0%

Improvement 8

32%

54%

12%

1%

Strongly oppose, 0%

Improvement 9

31%

52%

15%

2%

Strongly oppose, 1%

Improvement 10

27%

51%

18%

3%

Strongly oppose, 1%

Improvement 11

33%
0%

10%

20%

55%
30%

40%

50%

60%

10%
70%

80%

90%

1%

100%

Percentage of Respondents
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

Oppose

Strongly oppose

Response rate: 205 responded, 55 skipped.
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12. Question: Please list the top three improvement projects [by number identified in questions 10 and
11] that you would like to see implemented.
Findings:
The top three improvement projects that participants wished to see implemented were:
•

Improvement 6, with 34% of participants placing it as their top priority.

•

Improvement 5 was the next most popular project that participants wish to be
implemented with 21% of participants selecting it as priority 1.

•

Followed by improvements projects 1 and 2 with 10% of the priority 1 ranking

Improvement 1

10%

5%

6%

Improvement 2

10%

5%

6%

Improvement 3

3% 4%

5%

Improvement 4 1% 6%

8%

Improvement 5

21%

19%

Improvement 6

34%

Improvement 7

4%

8%

Improvement 8

3%

12%

Improvement 9

4%

Improvement 10
Improvement 11

11%

6%
4%
0%

6%

18%

13%

12%
13%

4%

5%

6%

12%
10%

16%
20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Percentage of Respondents
Priority 1

Priority 2

Priority 3

Response rate: 193 responded, 67 skipped.

(Optional Comments)
Are there any additional areas or locations where you would like to see the road network
improved to address issues and gaps related to motor vehicles in Golden (skip to next question if
you do not have additional comments)?
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Findings:
Several participants (52 respondents) provided suggestions for additional areas or locations for
network improvements. Some of the most commonly shared locations were:
•

Safety along Highway 95. Participants shared that along Highway 95 there has been
many near misses with vehicles and pedestrians, due to street parking reducing
visibility and a lack of enforcement around the speed limit.

•

Additional bridge over the Kicking Horse River. Participants shared that they wanted
an additional bridge across the Kicking Horse River, participants felt an additional
bridge would reduce the pressure on the existing one. The suggested location for the
bridge was not specified.
Railway crossing to the Kicking Horse ski resort. Participants shared that they were
frustrated with long wait times when trains come through the Town, cutting off the
community from the ski hill and creating long lines.

•
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3.4 ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
From the initial round of engagement in September 2021, we heard that the main issues or challenges
for walking, rolling, and bicycling in Golden were:

•
•
•

Lack of infrastructure (including sidewalks, trails, bicycle lanes, routes, and curb ramps)
The poor condition of infrastructure
Personal safety

Based on analysis of the existing active transportation network, and issues identified in the previous
survey, the following map displays the proposed active transportation network improvements
corresponding to those identified in questions 13 to 16. Please note that the details of this network and
plans for implementation will be refined throughout the next phase of work.

Figure 2 – Proposed Active Transportation Network Improvement Projects
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13. Question: Proposed sidewalks are continuous, concrete sidewalks that support pedestrians
(including people using mobility aids) to walk comfortably and safely throughout Golden’s
sidewalk network. Please indicate your level of support for each proposed change. Please note
that the numbers used in this question refer to the numbers on the map shown [in Appendix A].
Proposed changes 1-9:
1. 11th Avenue North – 11th Avenue North - New sidewalks on one side of the street on 11th
Ave N from Edelweiss Slough trail to 11th St N.
2. Highway 1 to Rail Crossing at 10th Avenue North/13th Street North - Highway 1 to Rail
Crossing at 10th Avenue North/13th Street North - New sidewalks on one side of the
street on 14th St N, 11th Ave N, 13th St N, 10th Ave N.
3. Pine Drive - Pine Drive - New sidewalks on one side of the street on Pine Dr.
4. Downtown Network - Downtown Network -New sidewalks to fill in the gaps in the
downtown sidewalk network on 7th St N, 9th Ave N, and 8th Ave N.
5. 11th Avenue South - New sidewalks on the north side of 11th Ave S at 10th Ave S/Hwy 95.
6. 9th Street South - New sidewalks on the south side of 9th St S between 5th Ave S to 10th
Ave S, new sidewalks on 5th Ave S.
7. Alexander Park Elementary - New sidewalks on the east side of 14th Ave S.
8. 10th Street South – New sidewalk on the south side of 10th St S between 10th Ave S and
11th Ave S.
9. 12th Street South – New sidewalks on one side of the street on 12th St S between 10th Ave
S and 13th Ave S.
Findings: Response rate: 157 responded, 103 skipped.
Almost all the improvements received over 55% of support from participants when combining
the categories of strongly support and support. Proposed change 3 received 45% neutral
responses, the most of any proposed change. Proposed change 4 received the highest level of
support (87%) when considering the support and strongly support categories together. It is
worth noting that several proposed changes received little to no opposition from participants.
***Please note, to review the complete results of this question in a graph, refer to Appendix B.
14. Question: Proposed multi-use trails are shared facilities for bicycles and pedestrians. Multi-use
trails will likely be paved when adjacent to a roadway and can remain unpaved when located
within parks and green space. Please indicate your level of support for each proposed change.
Please note that the numbers used in this question refer to the map [in Appendix A].
Proposed changes 10-27:
10. Edelweiss Slough- Connect Edelweiss Slough to Highway 1 and south to the Highway 1
Connector. Implement through development – alignment to be determined.
11. Highway 1 Connector - Connect 11th Ave N to Highway 1 Frontage Rd. Implement
through development – alignment to be determined.
12. Golden Donald Upper Road - Connect Highway 1 to Golden Skybridge via Golden Donald
Upper Rd.
13. Quartz Crescent - Connect Highway 1 to Golden Donald Upper Rd. Implement through
development – alignment to be determined. Property acquisition will be required.
14. 11th Avenue North - Connect 11th Ave N to Highway 1 interchange.
15. 11th Street North/9th Avenue North - Connect Kicking Horse Pedestrian Bridge with
downtown and Kicking Horse Drive. Implement through development – alignment to be
determined. Property acquisition required.
16. Downtown-Kicking Horse Drive - Connect downtown to Columbia River Crossing via
Kicking Horse Drive.
17. Deer Ridge Connector - Connect Highway 1 to Pine Dr. Property acquisition required.
Golden Transportation Plan – Engagement
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18. Station Avenue Connector - Connect to Highway 1 via Station Avenue.
19. La Fontaine Road - Connect Gareb Rd via La Fontaine Rd to create a loop to Golden
Donald Upper Rd. Implement through development – alignment to be determined.
20. Golden View Road - Connect Golden Hill Path to Whispering Spruce Campground via
Golden View Rd.
21. Fisher Road - Connect 5 Ave S to Confluence Park along Fisher Road. Implement
through development – alignment to be determined. Property acquisition required.
22. Kicking Horse River Pedestrian Bridge Connector- Connect the Kicking Horse River
Pedestrian Bridge from 6th St S to 13th St S via 8th Ave S. (multi-use pathway from 6th St
S to 9th St S is currently underway).
23. Highway 95 Bridge Replacement Project - Connect north and south Golden with the
Highway 95 Bridge Replacement Project.
24. Old Railway Corridor - Connect the Rotary Trail along the Kicking Horse River to 13th St
S by the old railway corridor between 11th Ave S and 12th Ave S.
25. Selkirk Hill - Connect 11th St S to Bowle-Evans Dr via Selkirk Hill and Spruce Dr.
26. Selkirk Escarpment Trail- Loop around Selkirk Dr to Spruce Dr.
27. Bowle-Evans / Reflection Road - Connect Bowle-Evans Dr/ Reflection Rd to Highway 95.
Findings: Response rate: 154 responded, 106 skipped.
Proposed changes 16, 22, and 24 received the overall highest level of support (over 80%) from
participants when taking into consideration the support and strongly categories.
Many proposed changes were supported by participants, including proposed changes 10 to 14, 21,
23, 25 to 27. Proposed changes 17 to 20 received high numbers of neutral responses. The highest
level of opposition was identified for project 26 (24%).
***Please note, to review the complete results of this question in a graph, refer to Appendix B.
15. Question: Proposed active transportation corridors will accommodate people walking and cycling.
Bicyclists will share the road with vehicles on low volume and low-speed streets. Some traffic
calming may be implemented to ensure slower vehicle speeds. Please indicate your level of
support for each proposed change. Please note that the numbers used in this question refer to the
map [in Appendix A].
Proposed changes 28-32:
28. Riverglen Connector - Connect the Rotary Trail along the Kicking Horse River to 6th St S.
29. 6th Street South - Connect 5th Ave S to the Rotary Trail along the Kicking Horse River at
7th Ave S via 6th St S.
30. 6th Avenue South - Connect 11th St S to 6th St S via 6th Avenue S.
31. 11th Street South - Connect 5th Ave S to 14th Ave S via 11th St S.
32. Alexander Park Elementary Connector - Connect to Alexander Park Elementary from
11th St S via 13th Ave S and 10th St S.
33. 13th Street South - Connect 8th Ave S to 13th Ave S via 13th St S.
34. Cedar Street Connector - Connect Spruce Dr and Maple Cres via Fir Cres and Cedar St.
Findings: Response rate: 147 responded, 113 skipped.
All proposed changes received over 55% of support when combining support and strongly
support. Proposed change 28, received the highest level of support with 72% when combining
the categories of strongly support and support. Participants indicated more neutrality towards
proposed changes 30, 33, and 34, with each receiving over 30% neutral responses. Proposed change
34 received the most opposition with 12% of participants either opposing or strongly opposing the
change.
***Please note, to review the complete results of this question in a graph, refer to Appendix B.
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16. Question: Proposed crossing improvements are intended to enhance safety, access, and comfort
for pedestrians and cyclists at intersections. Crossing improvements could include crosswalks, curb
extensions, push buttons to activate rapid flashing beacons or signals. Please indicate your level of
support for each proposed change. Please note that the numbers used in this question refer to the
map [in Appendix A].
Proposed changes 35-44:
35. 13th Street North Railway Crossing - 13 St N at 10th Ave N.
36. Highway 1 / 12th Street North Crossing - 12 St N at Highway 1.
37. 10th Avenue North / 7th Street North Crossing - 10th Ave N at 7th St N.
38. Lady Grey Elementary School Crossing - 7th Ave S at 9th St S.
39. Golden & District Hospital Crossing - 8th Ave S at 9th St S.
40. École La Confluence Crossing - 11th Ave S at 9th St S.
41. College of the Rockies Crossing - 13th Ave S at 9th St S.
42. Highway 95 / 11th Street South Crossing- 10th Ave S at 11th St S.
43. 13th Avenue South at 11th Street South - 13th Ave S at 11th St S.
44. Spruce Drive Crossing - Cedar St at Spruce Dr.
Findings: Response rate: 145 responded, 115 skipped.
Proposed changes 35 to 42 received over 60% support when considering the support and
strongly support categories. Propose change 43 and 44 received the highest number of neutral
responses on the list. Proposed change 44 received the most opposition of any proposed change,
with 11% of participants opposing or strongly opposing the project.
***Please note, to review the complete results of this question in a graph, refer to Appendix B.
17. Question: How strongly do you support or oppose the proposed active transportation network
projects and feel they address walking, bicycling, and rolling issues and gaps in Golden?
Findings:
Most participants (87%) either supported or strongly supported the proposed active
transportation network projects and feel that the projects address walking, bicycling, and
rolling issues and gaps in Golden. One-tenth of participants were neutral to this statement, while
only 4% of participants either opposed or strongly opposed this statement.
Strongly oppose, 1%

Oppose, 3%
Neutral, 10%

Strongly support,
30%

Support, 57%
Response rate: 151 responded, 109 skipped.
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18. Question: Out of the previous list of proposed changes [proposed changes 1-44], please select the
top three changes that you think are most important and should be prioritized.
Findings:
Due to a large number of proposed changes available for participants to select as their top three
priorities, some proposed changes may only have been prioritized by one or two participants, while
others were much more popular. This graph demonstrates the proposed changes that received
the most interest, although the entire results can be referenced in Appendix B.
Findings:
The top three most prioritized projects to be prioritized are:
•

•

•

Improvement 23 was selected as the top priority by most participants. (Improvement
23: Highway 95 Bridge Replacement Project - Connect north and south Golden with the
Highway 95 Bridge Replacement Project.)
Improvement 4 was selected the second most frequently by participants as the top priority.
(Improvement 4: Downtown Network - Downtown Network -New sidewalks to fill in the
gaps in the downtown sidewalk network on 7th St N, 9th Ave N, and 8th Ave N.)
Improvement 12 was the third priority that participants selected the most. (Improvement 12:
Golden Donald Upper Road - Connect Highway 1 to Golden Skybridge via Golden Donald
Upper Rd.)
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13%

Proposed change 12

10%

11%

Proposed change 16

5%

6%
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6%
7%

21%

Proposed change 25
Proposed change 38
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2% 1%
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Percentage of Respondents
Priority 1
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Priority 3

Response rate: 126 responded, 134 skipped.
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Of the participants (32 respondents) that elected to provide a comment for this question, the
following themes were identified.
•
•

Regional Connections. Participants were keen to see a connecting trail between Nicholson
and Golden, with some also hoping the trail could extend towards Radium.
Opposed to proposed change 26. A few participants were very opposed to the trail through
the Selkirk area, sharing concerns over wildlife and privacy.

3.4.1 ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION ACTIONS AND THEMES TO ACHIEVE THE GOALS OF
THE GOLDEN TRANSPORTATION PLAN
19. Question: Building a network entails new infrastructure and enhancements to existing
infrastructure that will make it safe and comfortable for pedestrians and cyclists to travel by
walking, rolling, and bicycling in Golden. The GTP recommends building a network through the
following actions. Rate your level of support for each action.

Findings:
Each action received over 90% support when adding together the support and strongly
support categories. The three actions received similar numbers of neutral and opposed responses.

Strongly oppose, 1%
Oppose, 4%

Action A) Safety: Improve safety along active transportation
routes and explore the opportunity to reduce travel speeds
through traffic calming measures and intersection
improvements.

38%

53%

4%

Strongly oppose, 1%
Oppose, 2%

Action B) Planning and Partners: Work with regional
partners to explore opportunities for connections to nearby
communities, integrating with existing trails, and enhancing
existing or providing new river crossings for people walking
and bicycling.

37%

54%

6%

Strongly oppose, 0%
Oppose, 1%

Action C) Connections: Establishing high quality walking and
bicycling connections to key destinations in Golden and
exploring the potential for and impact of new mobility such
as e-bikes, electric scooters, etc.

39%

0%

56%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Percentage of Respondents
Strongly support

Support

4%

Neutral

Oppose

Strongly oppose

Response rate: 157 responded, 103 skipped.
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20. Question: Enhancing the experience of walking, rolling, and bicycling entails considering all
potential users and designing the network with them in mind to make the active transportation
network in Golden convenient and accessible for everyone. The GTP recommends enhancing the
experience of walking, rolling, and bicycling through the following actions. Rate your level of
support for each action.
Findings:
The three actions each received over 80% of support when considering the support and
strongly support categories together. Notably, Action B received the highest level of support with
95% and no opposition at all. Action C received neutral responses from 13% of participants, the most
seen of the listed actions.

Strongly oppose, 2%

Action A) Parking and Amenities: Support the installation
of seating, landscaping and public art to create more
places to rest and destinations to travel to, in addition to
more secure and seasonal bicycle parking options.

34%

53%

7%

5%

Oppose, 0%

Action B) Maintenance: Conduct regularly scheduled
reviews of active transportation infrastructure to ensure
it remains accessible and in a state of good repair yearround, and as new active transportation infrastructure is
implemented the operations budge t

37%

4%

59%

Strongly oppose, 2%

Action C) Access and Equity: Ensure best practices in
accessibility are considered for new transportation
infrastructure projects, and create opportunities to work
with Indigenous groups.

32%

0%

Strongly support

Support

51%

13%

3%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Neutral

Oppose

Strongly oppose

Response rate: 156 responded, 104 skipped.
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21. Question: Encouraging more walking, rolling, and bicycling entails creating a clear and navigable
network, in addition to working with partners to create more opportunities to encourage walking,
rolling, and bicycling through events, campaigns, incentives, and understanding travel patterns.
The GTP recommends encouraging more walking, rolling, and bicycling through the following
actions. Rate your level of support for each action.
Findings:
Action B received 83% of support when considering the support and strongly support
categories together. While Action A received 69% of support from participants and slightly more
neutral and opposed responses overall.
Strongly oppose, 2%

Action A)Education and Promotion: work with partners
to support the development of a regional bicycle
tourism initiative, offer active travel skills training,
collect data and offer incentives.

25%

44%

21%

7%

Strongly oppose, 0%
Oppose, 2%

Action B) Wayfinding: Review current signage and look
for opportunities to add new directional, information
and regulatory signage, including working with Tourism
Golden to update the Bike Trail Map.

27%

56%

15%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Percentage of Respondents
Strongly support

Support

Neutral

Oppose

Strongly oppose

Response rate: 156 responded, 104 skipped.

22. Question: In order of importance, which active transportation theme is the most important to be
addressed by the GTP? 1 is the most important and 3 is the least important.
Findings:
From most to least important, participants ranked the active transportation themes.
•
•

Theme A was the most important theme to 61% of participants.
Theme B was ranked first by 25% of participants, and second by 53% of respondents.

•

Theme C was ranked as the least important theme by 59% of participants.

Theme A) Building a network

61%

Theme B) Enhancing the experience of walking,
rolling and bicycling

25%

Theme C) Encouraging more walking, rolling and
bicycling

17%
0%

23%

53%
24%

16%

23%
59%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Percentage of Respondents
1) Most Important

2) Somewhat Important

3) Least Important

Response rate: 153 responded, 107 skipped.
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23. Question: Are there any additional action(s) we should consider for the active transportation
network?
Findings:
Some participants (51 respondents) opted to provide additional actions to consider. Several themes
that arose are.
•
Connect nearby communities. Some participants indicated that they would like to see a
regional trail network between Golden, Nicholson, and Radium, to give the region greater
connectivity.
•

Not in favor of the Selkirk Hill trail. Several participants indicated that they did not want to
see a trail on Selkirk hill near the cemetery as there were concerned about the privacy of
residential homes and cemetery visitors.

3.4.2 PARKING
24. Question: In your opinion, why is it difficult to find parking in Golden (check all that apply):
Findings:
Participants identified three key opinions about the difficulty of parking in Golden.
Participants shared that there is the lack of designated parking for employees of downtown
businesses and that business owners and employees are parking in prime spots. Interestingly, a
similar number of participants indicated that they did not feel that vehicle parking was an issue in
Golden. Surprisingly, very few participants felt there was a lack of parking in Town.

I do not think vehicle parking is an issue

35%

Insufficient accessible parking spaces

15%

Vehicles parking for too long/Not enough parking turnover (i.e.
time limits not being adhered to / enforced enough).

19%

Large vehicles taking up more than one parking space

27%

Vehicles parking incorrectly

19%

Lack of parking__________ (Please specify the location in the
comments section)

14%

Business owners and employees parking in prime parking spaces

36%

Lack of designated employee parking for downtown businesses

38%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Percentage of Participants
Response rate: 155 responded, 105 skipped.
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Of the 14% (22) participants that selected ‘lack of parking,’ the following locations were identified.
•
•

Downtown. Participants felt that there was a shortage of parking in the downtown area.
9th Ave North. Participants indicated that there was a lack of street parking on 9th Avenue
North.

Although not an area with a lack of parking, participants shared why they chose not to park in
the CP parking lot. Several participants chose not to park in this parking lot because it was
unpaved, making it treacherous in the winter, as well many felt that the lack of pedestrian
crosswalks from the lot made it frustrating to use and unsafe.
25. Question: What time of the year is it difficult to find parking (check all that apply)?
Findings:
Many participants felt that it was difficult to find parking in the summer and winter seasons,
while shoulder seasons such as fall and spring were less difficult. One-fifth of participants did not
feel that parking was an issue in any season.
45%
40%

39%

Percent of Participants

35%
30%

27%

25%
20%
20%
15%
10%

7%

7%

5%
0%
Summer

Fall

Winter

Spring

none - I don't think
parking is an issue

Response rate: 155 responded, 105 skipped.
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26. Question: Generally, what time of the day is it difficult to find parking (check all that apply)?
Findings:
Most participants found it most difficult to find parking on weekday afternoons. Nearly onefifth of participants found it difficult to find parking on weekend afternoons or did not think that
parking was an issue at all. Notably, only one-tenth of participants found parking to be an issue on
weekday mornings and weekday evenings.
45%
38%

40%

Percent of Participants

35%

30%
25%
21%

22%

20%
15%
10%

10%
8%

5%
0%
Weekday morning

Weekday afternoon

Weekday evening

Weekend afternoon

None – I don’t think
parking is an issue

Response rate: 152 responded, 108 skipped.

27. Question: (Optional) Do you have any other comments regarding parking in Golden (skip to the
next question if you do not have additional comments)?
Findings:
A few participants (44 respondents) chose to provide additional comments regarding parking, and
a few themes were identified.
•

Large vehicle parking. Some participants indicated that vehicles such as trucks with
trailers and RVs take up multiple parking spots, thereby limiting the number of parking
stalls for other vehicles, participants suggested creating specific parking locations for
these types of motorists.

•

Parking garage. Some participants indicated they felt parking issues could be resolved
by building a parking garage in the town, the location of the garage was not specified.
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3.4.3 VISITOR TRAFFIC
28. Question: Please indicate what visitor traffic concerns you (check all that apply). Also, please
elaborate on your response (ex. specific issue, location, time of day/year) in the optional/ additional
comments box.
Findings:
Many participants shared that driving infractions such as speeding, improper turns, etc. is a
concern that they associated frequently with the visitor traffic. Furthermore, several participants
were also concerned about visitors driving slowly or U-turning because they didn’t know where
they were going. Notably, only a few participants felt that parking violations were a concern to do
with the visitor traffic.
30%
24%

Percent of Participants

25%
20%

18%

19%

14%

15%

10%

10%

10%

6%
5%
0%
Parking
violations

Driving
infractions (ex.
Speeding,
running red
light, improper
turn)

Idling

Congestion

U-turns or slow- I do not think
moving vehicles visitor traffic is
due to drivers
an issue
not knowing
where to go

Other

Response rate: 154 responded, 106 skipped.

Of the participants who selected ‘Other’ the themes that arose included.
•
Speeding. Several participants shared that they were concerned about visitors
speeding through their community and on the highways into town.
•

Intuitive navigation. Participants shared their belief that visitors often drove erratically
through Golden because navigation tools such as signs and road markings were not
provided with sufficient time/ distance for visitors to make adjustments calmly, often
resulting in sudden lane changes, rushed turns, etc.
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3.4.4 TRANSIT
29. Question: On-demand transit is a transit service that adjusts its route and time based on demand.
Transit users request a ride at the nearest stop location to them at a specified time online or
through a mobile phone application and the bus adjusts its route based on these requests. If no
ride is requested at a stop, the bus will not go to that stop. This type of service prevents buses from
making unnecessary trips and can shorten the trip time for users. Based on this description, what
is your level of support for an on-demand transit service?
Findings:
The majority of participants (67%) of participants either supported or strongly supported ondemand transit service in Golden. Just short of one-fifth of participants were opposed to ondemand transit in Golden.
Strongly oppose, 6%
Oppose, 13%

Strongly support, 21%

Neutral, 15%

Support, 46%

Response rate: 157 responded, 103 skipped.

30. Question: (Optional) Are there any concerns or comments you have regarding the potential for
on-demand transit in Golden?
Findings:
Several points were raised by the participants who responded to this question (69 respondents),
although three key themes emerged most prominently.
•

Cost of service. Participants highlighted the cost of providing this service may be very high
considering the number of users, furthermore, there were concerns about the cost of transit
fare itself.

•

Technological barriers to on-demand transit. Participants shared that they were
concerned about some users, especially seniors, who may not have access or may face
barriers to using an app to access transit. Furthermore, the affluence needed to own a
phone with a data plan was identified as an additional barrier for some in the community.

•

Predictability of service. Several participants indicated that they would prefer a transit
system that ran on a pre-determined route, as it would be easier for seniors and children
who may want to access the service.
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3.4.5 CLOSING COMMENTS
31. Question: (Optional) Let us know if you have any other comments on the Golden Transportation
Plan.
Findings:
Several themes arose as participants provided their final input in the survey (42 respondents).
•

•

A desire for public transit. Participants indicated that they would like to see public
transportation return to the community, especially with frequent stops at the Kicking Horse
Mountain Resort.
Regional multi-use pathways. Participants shared that they felt a multi-use regional
pathway to Donald, Radium, and Nicolson would be extremely valuable to the Town.
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4.0 GOLDEN TRANSPORTATION PLAN INFORMATION SESSION
A virtual information session was held on February 7, from 5 pm to 6 pm on Zoom for participants to
learn more about the project’s progress and share their perspectives about the plan. The Zoom links to
join the event were distributed on the Town website and social media channels before the event. In
total 32 participants, excluding the Urban Systems team members and Town staff attended the event.
The event began with a brief presentation, which summarized the work completed to date and the
ongoing engagement efforts of the project. Participants were then split into two breakout rooms, one
for the active transportation network and one for the road network. Each breakout room lasted for 20
minutes before participants were switched to the other room. Participants had the opportunity to
remain in their initial room for the entire 40 minutes discussion period or switch breakout rooms. Each
breakout room had approximately 13 participants, two hosts from Urban Systems, and at least one
Town staff member.
During breakout rooms, participants also had the opportunity to talk about the overall Golden
Transportation Plan (GTP), ask about specific improvements, or proposed changes as well as provide
additional locations where they felt additional work was warranted. Participants' comments were
recorded in live time on maps. Furthermore, notes were taken of the breakout room chat boxes and
discussions to ensure input was accurately recorded.
The overall themes that arose from each breakout room have been captured in the themes below, to
review the chats and maps, please refer to Appendix C.
•

Gaps in the active transportation network. Participants shared the gaps that they felt existed
within the current network, including between the cycling path and the Highway as well as
near Dogtooth Bridge.

•

Transit in Golden. Participants were eager to hear more about the details about what transit
would look like for Golden, others shared that the target audience should be residents instead
of tourists to make it successful.

•

Safe connections through Golden. Participants shared a variety of safety concerns throughout
the community, including concerns about the safety of users who exit from the Rotary trails
into communities, and the speed at which vehicles exit the highway and enter into Golden.

•

Winter maintenance. Some participants shared that for year-round active transportation to be
feasible, the town needs to focus more on snow removal.

•

Bridge connections. Participants highlighted that the new pedestrian bridge can handle many
users, but the surrounding sidewalks can not, which is dangerous.

Additional Input on Selkirk Hill and Escarpment
Following the virtual event, several participants submitted input via email, voicemail, or letter to the
Planner and Manager of Development Services. The majority of participants were opposed to the
active transportation network improvement projects 25 and 26 dealing with Selkirk Hill and
Escarpment Trail. Many participants indicated they lived in the area and were concerned about the
impacts such a trail would have on wildlife, their privacy, and erosion in the area. To read the
comments provided by participants, please refer to Appendix C.
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APPENDIX A:
MAPS OF PROPOSED CHANGES AND
IMPROVEMENTS
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APPENDIX B:
GRAPHS FOR QUESTIONS 13 TO 16,
AND 18
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Response rate: 157 responded, 103 skipped.
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B.2 - Question 14 Graph
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Response rate: 154 responded, 106 skipped.
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B.3 - Question 15 Graph
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Response rate: 147 responded, 113 skipped.
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B.3 - Question 16 Graph
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Response rate: 145 responded, 115 skipped.
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B.3 - Question 18 Graph
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Response rate: 126 responded, 134 skipped.
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APPENDIX C:
VIRTUAL INFORMATION SESSION
MATERIALS & COMMENTS

C.1 – Presentation from Open House
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GOLDEN TRANSPORTATION PLAN

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE | January 2022

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

TODAY’S AGENDA
1.

Purpose of today

2.

Overview of process to date

3.

Draft vision and goals

4.

Draft Plan

5.

Closing & next steps

1.0 PURPOSE OF TODAY
WHAT IS A TRANSPORTATION PLAN?
•

Improve the Town’s existing transportation network
(vehicle, pedestrian, bicycles and transit) and set the
Town up for success as it grows.

•

Align with other Town and regional plans, policies,
and initiatives.

•

Guide investments over the next 20 years.

PHOTO?

1.0 PURPOSE OF TODAY
PROCESS
•

Share what we’ve done so far
•

Results of first round of engagement

•

GTP Vision and goals

•

Draft Roadway and Active Transportation
Network Plan

•

Introduce 2nd survey

•

Explain next steps - Use input to revise and finalize
the draft Plan

PHOTO?

2.0 OVERVIEW OF PROCESS TO DATE

PLAN PROCESS
•

Plan to be developed over five phases in 20212022

We’re here

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Project Launch

Defining the
Vision

Exploring
Opportunities

Refining
Options

Summer 2021

Fall 2021

Engagement
Round 1

Winter 2021

Winter 2022

Engagement
Round 2

Phase 5

Final Plan
Spring 2022

Engagement
Round 3

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
PROCESS

ROUND 1
•

Identify issues &
Opportunities,
understand priorities
•
•

Survey

ROUND 2
•

Present the findings of
the draft Plan and seek
input

•

Gather input through
survey (Jan 26 – Feb 11)
and open discussion
(Feb 7, 5pm)

•

The results will be used
to finalize the long-term
Plan and to develop the
implementation and
phasing strategy

Interactive Map

ROUND 3
•

Present Draft Plan and
gather any remaining
feedback

PLAN PROCESS
PHASE 1: PROJECT LAUNCH
DATA COLLECTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION REVIEW
•

Traffic counts

•

Inventory of traffic signals, flashing
beacons, sidewalks and trails

•

Review of:
•

Official Community Plan

•

Bylaws

•

Housing Needs Assessment

•

Age Friendly Community Plan

•

Affordable Housing Strategy

PLAN PROCESS
ROUND 1 ENGAGEMENT: UNDERSTANDING CONCERNS
WHAT WE HEARD - SURVEY
•

Survey available from September 13 to September 26,
2021

•

29 questions

•

296 responses to survey

•

What We Heard Report is available online
(www.golden.ca/transportationplan)

PLAN PROCESS
ROUND 1 ENGAGEMENT: UNDERSTANDING CONCERNS
WHAT WE HEARD - SURVEY

DID YOU FILL OUT THE SURVEY?

PLAN PROCESS
ROUND 1 ENGAGEMENT: UNDERSTANDING CONCERNS
WHAT WE HEARD - SURVEY
•

Poor condition and lack of sidewalks, and feeling unsafe

•

Bicycling feels unsafe with a lack of infrastructure and
bicycle parking

•

Lack of snow removal on sidewalks and pathways

•

More infrastructure: multi-use paths, trails, sidewalks and
bicycle lanes

•

Difficult to find (vehicle) parking

•

Concerns over resort/visitor traffic

•

Desire for On-demand transit/shuttle to Kicking Horse
Mountain

PLAN PROCESS
ROUND 1 ENGAGEMENT: UNDERSTANDING CONCERNS
WHAT WE HEARD - SURVEY
•

Top outcome of the GTP: improving road safety for all
road users and reduce environmental impacts

•

Priorities of the GTP: accessibility and walking

PLAN PROCESS
ROUND 1 ENGAGEMENT: UNDERSTANDING CONCERNS
WHAT WE HEARD - SURVEY

DO YOU AGREE WITH THE FINDINGS OF
THE SURVEY?

PLAN PROCESS
ROUND 1 ENGAGEMENT: UNDERSTANDING CONCERNS
WHAT WE HEARD – INTERACTIVE MAP
• Interactive map available from
September 13th to September 26th,
2021
•
•

97 strengths
400 weaknesses
Mode

Strengths

Weaknesses

Walking

51

127

Bicycling

35

133

Motor Vehicles

11

140

PLAN PROCESS
ROUND 1 ENGAGEMENT: UNDERSTANDING CONCERNS
WHAT WE HEARD – INTERACTIVE MAP
• Bicycling and Walking

•

•

Strengths: Keith King Memorial Sports Fields,
trails along the river

•

Weaknesses: traffic circle at Golden Donald
Upper Road, Selkirk Hill, 10th Avenue S
crossings, rail crossings - delays and frequency

Motor vehicles
•

Strengths: spread out, referred to recent
changes

•

Weaknesses: Selkirk Hill, 10 Avenue S, 10
Avenue S and 9 Street S, 14 Avenue S, Fisher
Road and Kicking Horse Drive, Dogtooth
Bridge

3.0 DRAFT VISION AND GOALS

Phase 2: DEFINING THE VISION
VISION
Residents and visitors of the Town of Golden enjoy
an active lifestyle situated between the Rockies and
the Purcells.
The integrated and accessible multi-modal
transportation network enhances this lifestyle,
fostering a vibrant and sustainable community.

Phase 2: DEFINING THE VISION
GOALS

Health and Safety

Integrated

Accessible

• Provide a safe network
for all road users
• Support the health of
both people and the
environment by
encouraging active
transportation and
reductions in vehicle
emissions

• Provide an integrated
network with various
options for moving
within and beyond the
Town

• Provide an accessible
network that allows
people to move
throughout the
community regardless
of age, ability and
income

Phase 2: DEFINING THE VISION
OBJECTIVES
Health and Safety
• Review and update transportation planning policies and design standards to align with latest
research and best practices
• Implement intersection improvement recommendations within the GTP to improve safety and
efficiency, considering all road users

Integrated
• Close identified gaps in transportation network
• Revise road classifications to better suit the desired road operation and adjacent land uses
• As the population of Golden increases, support efforts to explore implementing local or ondemand transit service (ex. Shuttle service to kicking horse)
• Collaborate with BC transit to explore potential future transit initiatives

Accessible
• Collaborate with community groups and businesses to understand how to improve accessibility
of the community
• Incorporate accessible design into new transportation infrastructure and work to retrofit old
infrastructure.

4.0 DRAFT PLAN

DRIVING & TRANSIT

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES

EXISTING CONDITIONS: ROADWAY
•

Ongoing Studies/Projects:
•

Selkirk Hill Safety Study (1)

•

Kicking Horse/Hwy 95 Bridge
Replacement (2)

•

Higher existing delays for vehicles
turning left onto Trans Canada from
Highway 95 (3)

•

No other existing traffic capacity
concerns

3

2

1

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
FUTURE ROAD NETWORK
IMPROVEMENTS
LOCATION

DETAILS

Selkirk Hill
Golden Donald Upper Road

3

10th Avenue N and 7th Street N

Reduce speeds, improve safety
Widen roadway to accommodate additional traffic and
multi-modal path
Signal/limit turns

4

Bowle-Evans Drive

Advocate to the Province to improve roadway

Kicking Horse Drive (Dogtooth)
Bridge
Highway 95 bridge

Advocate to the Province to improve two-way traffic flow

7

Intersection of Highway 95 (10th
Avenue) and 9th Street S

8

Highway 95 (10th Avenue S) at
9th Street S

Advocate to the Province to optimize traffic control and to
give more green time to 9 Street during the morning and
afternoon school hours
Advocate to the Province to improve signage and lane
markings on Highway 95

9

Highway 95 (10th Avenue S) at
11th Street S

10

Highway 95 (10th Avenue) south
of 15th Street

11

Intersection of Highway 95/
Reflection Lake Road

1
2

5
6

Advocate to the Province on new Highway 95 bridge over
Kicking Horse River (project currently underway)

Advocate to the Province to provide additional measures to
ensure that vehicles are traveling at the speed limit and
pedestrians are seen crossing at this intersection.
Advocate to the Province to implement permanent
measures that would encourage drivers to slow down as
they enter the Town
Advocate to the Province to improve traffic flow for
southbound vehicles by widening the intersection to
provide a southbound left turn lane.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
EXAMINING ROAD NETWORK
IMPROVEMENTS

Are there any other
locations you think
require improvements?

If so, what
improvements do you
think would help?

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
EXPLORING TRANSIT OPTIONS
•

On-demand Transit
• Passengers send a request (usually through an app) for a pickup/drop-off and the transit vehicle adjusts its route based on the
requests
• Works well in smaller municipalities (lower population density and
lower ridership) - route is constantly optimized to serve the areas
that need it
• Potential funding opportunities and sources would need to be
reviewed

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES

EXPLORING PARKING OPTIONS
•

1st survey results indicated some
parking concerns

•

800+ existing parking spaces (public
+ private) in downtown between 7th
Street North and the bridge.

•

2nd survey asks questions to help
understand these concerns

WALKING, BICYCLING, & ROLLING

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES

EXISTING CONDITIONS: ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION
Trail Type
Multi-use Paths (paved)
Trails (unpaved)
Sidewalk

Total KM
1.7
24.2
21.6

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES

EXISTING CONDITIONS: ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION
•

•

According to the 2016 Census, 24% of Golden
residents travel to work by active
transportation
•

9.7% by bicycle

•

14.4% by walking

The remaining 76% travel to work by car

Bicycling
9.7%

Other
1.9%

Walking
14.4%
Motor
vehicle as a
passenger
4.7%

Motor
vehicle as a
driver
69.0%

Source: Journey to Work Mode Share,
2016 (Statistics Canada)

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION MODE SHARE
40%

BC Active Transportation Mode Share by
Municipality (2016 Canadian Census)

35%
30%

10.4%
11.1%

5.1%

Walk Share

0.0%

Bike Share

25%
20%

10.2%

5.6%

1.1%

10.0%

15%

14.5%
26.7%

10.5%
21.1%

17.9%
9.5%

13.7%

7.9%

Stewart

Revelstoke

Smithers

Golden

Whistler

Wells

Nelson

Victoria

0%

Ucluelet

7.7%

15.8%

13.7%

Vancouver

5%

11.2%

Esquimalt

14.2%

Oak Bay

14.8%

Tofino

4.1%

Sidney

10%

23.3%

25.4%

8.7%

Duncan

25.5%

12.0%

2.4%

6.1%

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
THEMES

Several draft actions have been created. These actions are
divided into three main themes:
•

Building a network

•

Enhancing the experience of walking, rolling and
bicycling

•

Encouraging more walking, rolling and bicycling

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
STRATEGIES

Each theme has a series of strategies and actions which are described in more detail
in the following slides.

1

NETWORK
• Connections
• Planning and
Partners
• Safety

EXPERIENCE
• Access and
Equity
• Maintenance
• Parking and
Amenities

ENCOURAGE
• Wayfinding
• Education and
Promotion

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

Building a network entails new infrastructure and
enhancements to existing infrastructure that will make it
safe and comfortable for pedestrians and bicyclists to travel
by walking, rolling, and bicycle in Golden.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
Sidewalks

Multi-use Path

Trail

Active
Transportation
Corridor

Crossing
improvement

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

Connections (Sample recommendations)
o

Implement a connected All Ages and Abilities (AAA)
active transportation network within Golden.

o

Consider the impact of new mobility technologies.

o

Incorporate design best practices from the BC Active
Transportation Design Guide into the Town’s Subdivision
and Development Servicing Bylaw.

o

Look to complete network connections through
property acquisitions.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

Golden Donald Upper Road
•

Multi-use path on Golden Donald Upper Road
connecting Highway 1 to Golden Skybridge

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

Kicking Horse Drive
•

Multi-use path from 7th Street North to Town
boundary to connect downtown to Columbia
River Crossing via Kicking Horse Drive

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

7th Street to 9th Street North
Extension
•

Multi-use path to connect
downtown with the
industrial area

•

Implement through
development – alignment
to be determined. Property
acquisition required.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

Highway 95 Bridge Replacement Project
•

Multi-use path on new Highway 95 Bridge
connecting north and south Golden

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

11th Street South
•

Active transportation corridor to connect
5th Avenue South to 14th Avenue South

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

Planning and Partners
o

Ensure all new community plans, projects and
developments integrate with the active transportation
network.

o

Work with the Province of BC’s Resort Municipality
Initiative program and funds to implement active
transportation infrastructure that meet the goals of the
Resort Development Strategy.

o

Create a Future Alternative Transportation Reserve
Fund.

o

Work with regional partners to provide well-integrated
active transportation connections to nearby
communities and regional trails.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
BUILDING A NETWORK
•

Safety
o

Improve safety along active transportation routes by
considering visibility, sightlines, and access where
appropriate.

o

Look for opportunities to address roads where motor
vehicle speeds are a concern with traffic calming and
traffic diversion.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
ENHANCING THE EXPERIENCE
•

Enhancing the experience of walking, rolling and
bicycling entails considering all potential users and
designing the network with them in mind to make the active
transportation network in Golden convenient and accessible
for everyone.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
ENHANCING THE EXPERIENCE
•

Access and Equity
o

Apply an intersectional, equity-focused lens to the
planning, design, and implementation of all active
transportation facilities, amenities, and programs to
support equity-seeking groups.

o

Create opportunities to work with the Ktunaxa and
Secwepemc Nations as well as the Columbia Valley
Métis on the design and implementation of the
active transportation network.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
ENHANCING THE EXPERIENCE
•

Maintenance
o

Complete an Active Transportation Asset Management
Plan and update regularly to inventory and ensure the
active transportation network in a state of good repair.

o

Design active transportation facilities to provide
adequate drainage, snow storage and removal, and sand
and gravel removal.

o

Ensure the Town has appropriately sized equipment and
operating funding to maintain existing and future active
transportation infrastructure.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
ENHANCING THE EXPERIENCE
•

Parking and Amenities
o

Support the installation of public amenities such as
seating, landscaping, and public art to enhance the
active transportation and accessibility experience.

o

Support the installation of more short- and long-term
bicycle parking.

o

Develop a central hub for active transportation.

o

Consider opportunities to rethink how curb-space is
used.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
ENCOURAGING MORE
•

Encouraging more walking, rolling and cycling entails
creating a clear and navigable network and working with
partners to encourage active transportation through events,
campaigns, incentives and understanding travel patterns.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
ENCOURAGING MORE
•

Wayfinding
o

Conduct a Wayfinding Signage Review and look for
opportunities to add signage on new and existing
facilities.

o

Work with Tourism Golden and Golden Cycling Club to
update the Bike Trail Map to include new facilities and
infrastructure.

PHASE 3: EXPLORING
OPPORTUNITIES
ENCOURAGING MORE
•

Education and Promotion
o

Support the development of a regional bicycle tourism
initiative.

o

Work with partners to provide bicycle education and
skills training for children, youth, adults and seniors and
promote active travel to work, school and play.

o

Develop an active transportation data collection and
monitoring program.

o

Work with Tourism Golden to promote the use of active
transportation for tourism and seasonal employees.

6.0 CLOSING AND NEXT STEPS
•

We want your input!
•

www.golden.ca/transportationplan

•

Survey open from January 26th to
February 11th, 2022

•

Next Public Discussion session at
5pm on February 7th, 2022

GOLDEN TRANSPORTATION PLAN

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE | January 2022
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C.2 – COMMENTS FROM OPEN HOUSE BREAK-OUT ROOM 1: ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
Please note that all names have been removed from the notes and comments to ensure the anonymity of participants in the event.

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Tourism Golden: we are having our transportation discussions, especially around sustainability –
great timing. On the highway, during peak times, all those people come in their car to
downtown. Highway strip and nearby. Golden Donald Upper – construction and new hotels up
there. Accessible all the way down. When you cross the overpass bridge and come down the
cycling path, Mountain Mart and IGA, the sidewalk ends. Have to go through IGA parking lot. In
the summer there are thousands of visitors. Have visitors walk/bike through the time –
infrastructure, signage, wayfinding, bikes, umbrellas. Getting people here: majority of people
drive to Golden. Get them here in an environmentally friendly way. Sustainability is key.
[TOWN ADMINISTRATION] great comments!
Tourism Golden: Well positioned to promote to businesses
[NAME]: confused. I thought we would talk about a shuttle? I used to work at Kicking Horse
resort.
URBAN SYSTEMS TEAM MEMBER: there are some discussions around community shuttles and
transit in the other breakout room.
[NAME] has tried to complete the survey multiple times but wants to complete it when she has
the time.
[NAME] in the survey AT and TP support were swapped – strongly opposed / strongly support
was flipped.
URBAN SYSTEMS TEAM MEMBER: we have the proposed AT map – making connections and
making people feel safe. A few key projects in the presentation – 11th Street, 8th Avenue, Golden
Donald Upper Rd. Any thoughts on what is a top priority?
[NAME] 9th Street should be a separated bike lane to provide access to schools.
URBAN SYSTEMS TEAM MEMBER The intent of the Plan is to enhance 9 th Street for pedestrians
with sidewalks and north south connections – it’s a busy, tight corridor to fit pedestrians AND
cyclists.
[NAME] Connect regional district trails and Nicholson: we haven’t identified infrastructure but
have noted that there is a lot of opportunity to work with the regional district .
There is a gap from 10th Ave N to Kicking Horse Drive – connections to Dogtooth Bridge
[TOWN ADMINISTRATION] multiple wins to have MUP on Kicking Horse Drive
Regarding a connection to Nicholson, the trail alliance, MOTI engaged on that. Would like to
connect those communities again. Currently have some potential but could explore that going
further.
[NAME] 9th Ave N traffic light for passengers. Other side if where chamber office is… relocate that
building. The parking lot is there. Integrate walkway or better light/signage to redirect.
Tourism Golden: in summer with farmer’s market, there are concerns with pedestrians in the
area.
[TOWN ADMINISTRATION] town has re-engaged with MOTI on Highway 95 bridge. This can
factor into that conversation.
[NAME] the crossing improvement at end of 7th Street to connect Station Ave?
[TOWN ADMINISTRATION] It’s actually for a painted crosswalk.
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C.2 – COMMENTS FROM OPEN HOUSE BREAK-OUT ROOM 2: ROAD NETWORK
o

o

o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

New bridge is supposed to have 4.0 m for AT, from south to north, its funneled to
old sidewalk that is 1.5 m wide. We have e-bikes, scooters, buggies, and the
infrastructure downtown cant handle it?
The plan is trying to provide new connections to destinations within the town.
Some of the existing infrastructure will stay – some upgrades are identified for
when volumes grow. Trying to be creative in the sense that if there’s an opportunity
to provide an MUP, that’s an opportunity to create space for everyone. AT corridors
which would be streets where cyclists can use the road.
Regulating e-bikes can be hard for everyone
[NAME] I wasn’t able to attend the other session. Seniors. Third crossing for
pedestrians on the Kicking Horse River?
URBAN SYSTEMS TEAM MEMBER it has been flagged and discussed. Could be put
into the Plan as a long-term aspiration. Maybe not feasible with timeline and CP
constraints.
It would create a loop. Down to Fisher Road should that ever be developed as
residential. Would be a good addition.
[NAME] I live on 14th Street which is the first residential street when you come off
the bridge. A lot of people come off rotary trail and walk/cycle on that street. It can
be busy, speeding, families are crossing. No one has been hit yet but it is
dangerous. POTENTIAL CROSSING IMPROVEMENT LOCATION
Will the snow be cleared and people can ride bikes in the winter?
As part of the Plan, the intent is that winter cycling will be possible through a
change in prioritization, investment as new infrastructure is built.
What are the green lines?
Multi-use paths. Adjacent to a road they will likely be paved and unpaved through
green/forested areas.
Some of the lines are cutting through private property on Selkirk hill
URBAN SYSTEMS TEAM MEMBER Some are desire lines, and they would be
through property development/ property acquisition
There is a line straight through my property at Spruce and Hemlock! REVIEW
DESIRE LINE
[NAME] rotary club worked on 14th Street along railway to Selkirk hill. Selkirk hill is a
solid line, but down to the overpass there are issues. Don’t know where that’s at.
Worth taking a look at, there’s a lot of traffic up there.
URBAN SYSTEMS TEAM MEMBER Phil flagged this as an informal foot path.
REVIEW FEASIBILITY OF TRAIL CONNECTION
Wheelchair users will not be able to use this.
Done as an extension parallel to railroad. Not possible because of Highway 95.
If the crossing is on the map, it is identified as a long-term visionary
goal/conversation piece.
[NAME] what about connectivity between Dogtooth Bridge, people walk dogs/ride
bikes etc., on CBT trails. How does the plan connect to there?
URBAN SYSTEMS TEAM MEMBER the Plan is focussed within the Town boundaries.
The Plan currently suggests to work with partners (trail associations, regional
district, etc.).
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o

o
o

o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o

[NAME] is there a parking station north of Bowle-Evans Dr? No worries – I had a
meeting with them and I know they were thinking of a proposal about it. I am
surprised they didn’t have a representative here for it.
Active transportation north of the downtown core: there are a lot of people living in
mobile homes north of Golden.
URBAN SYSTEMS TEAM MEMBER There are routes north of the river. There is a map
available online. If you don’t see the routes you’re looking for, send an email or fill
out the survey.
Identified paths that are being used as informal pathways where they are on
private land. Flagged that property acquisition / through development those
connections need to be formalized first.
Agree with [NAME]. Maybe not as high on survey because it is resident driven?
Particularly as rural residents increase substantially, we’ll need more ways of being
able to leave cars and get around town efficiently
Shuttles also need to be accessible off the bat as well. Many of our cabs (as our only
form of transportation besides vehicles and the healthcare bus) are not wheelchair
accessible
Is the Selkirk hill study available to read?
Curious as to what has been mentioned for safety improvements at the
intersection in front of the post office.
No specific improvements
Thank you for the information and the session. Great information. I will review
further as I miss the January session. Moving people from the rural area into town
back and forth is a critical part of a communities growth plan. Not sure how much
of the Town's plan will include or should include the rural concerns. This is a great
initiative - Thank you Town of Golden and Phil and Urban Systems for the work!
One topic I missed is additional parking as we grow as a community. Is there a map
that outlines this?
I’m curious why the overpass over the tracks and the lane heading into it isn’t
identified as an area for traffic improvement. Is there a reason for that?
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C.3 – ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SELKIRK HILL SENT TO THE TOWN
Letter to the planner and Manager of Development Services
Feb 11, 2022
Hi [TOWN ADMINISTRATION]
I've been made aware of the proposal in the transportation plan for a new trail on Selkirk Hill. Trail 26. I
would like to register my opposition to this multi-use trail. The development of a trail in this location will
have many impacts on the Selkirk Drive community and will undoubtedly lead to tourism traffic in an
area not suited for it. Selkirk Drive is one of the natural wildlife corridors in Golden and increasing the
trails and traffic in this area is not environmentally sensitive. Bears and deer often travel through the
area, and foxes, coyotes, skunks, and cougar are also seen. The variety of bird life is extensive. The
introduction of a multiuse trail and its related increase in human traffic is counter-intuitive. The addition
of a trail which will likely be frequented by dogs and their walkers also challenges the tranquil nature of
this space. In winter there are already a number of times when snowmobilers ride up the bank from
Alexander Park and highpoint on the snow there. This illegal activity happens at night when the
perpetrators cannot be easily traced. Although short lived these events are very loud and greatly
disturb the quiet natural environment. In summer there are people who dirt bike up the hill; again, this
happens at night and the noise is very disturbing. The addition of a trail on the escarpment will only
encourage these people to snowmobile and dirt bike further up the hill and more often, and due to the
illegal nature of their activities will be at night. The community on Selkirk Drive is made up of many
people who chose to live on this road due to its quiet location. There is no laneway or access to the rear
of the houses on Selkirk Drive and for many people that was a key decision in their property purchase.
The community has been a quiet R1-zoned area since its development more than 50 years ago. The
addition of trails in close proximity to the houses will have a detrimental effect both on the property
values and on the well-being of the people who live here. In previous discussions with Town personnel I
have been repeatedly assured that there were no plans to put a trail on the Selkirk escarpment. The
inclusion of this trail proposal in the transportation plan without meaningful consultation with affected
property owners feels underhanded. No detail is provided in the transportation plan beyond a route so
it is difficult to provide detailed assessment of the full impact. The transportation plan states that the
trail may or may not be paved, and is designed to be suitable for bicycles and pedestrians and will be
fully accessible which suggests that it will be a wide trail. This has significant impact on the area. Even if
the trail is smaller, the impacts and objections raised still stand. The development of a trail in this quiet
neighbourhood is entirely out of its character. Urban trails bring with them noise, human debris
garbage, cigarette smoke, cigarette butts, cannabis smoke) and dog debris (urine, excrement,
abandoned excrement in bags). Having these problems on streets and established paths is one thing.
To introduce them into a relatively unspoilt area and wildlife corridor is something else entirely.
Furthermore, the development of this trail will likely lead to the future development of trails from the
escarpment to Alexander Park which will further degrade the natural environment. We have
experienced a significant number of people walking through our yard to gain access to Alexander Park
or to Highway 95. Many of our neighbours experience the same trespass. The development of a public
trail will encourage more people to use Selkirk Drive as a route to walk to Alexander Park and lead to
increasing erosion of the bank. In addition to the harmful wildlife and environmental impacts I strongly
believe that the development of this trail will significantly devalue my property. We checked the plans
before we bought our property and it was clear in the documents and discussions that no public trails
were imagined or included at any stage of the subdivision development nor at any point since. The
houses which back onto the escarpment and the cemetery were all sold with the understanding that
the Town did not intend to develop the land behind so that contiguous green space, and for some an
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unobstructed view, would be maintained. Due to this fact the houses were all sold at a premium which
reflected this privilege. Nowhere in the development plans was a public trail included. The
Development of a public trail on route 26 would devalue all of these properties. Finally, having a
marked trail is a fine ideal but people rarely stick to the trail and having a trail so close to the rear of the
properties is bound to lead to trespass and unwanted intrusion, and perhaps even increased theft. In
summary, the development of public trails along the escarpment and adjacent to the cemetery are
injurious to the nature of this area and I wish to register my full objection to this plan and request that
trail 26 be removed from the plan. Sincerely, [NAME]

Email to the Planner and Manager of Development Services
Feb 11, 2022
Subject: Multi use trail for Selkirk hill
Hello [TOWN ADMINISTRATION]
I was just made aware of plan that Golden is in the process of consulting on transportation plan for
Golden. I was surprised and concerned to see that a multi use trail along the edge of the escarpment of
Selkirk Hill and between the cemetery and the properties on Selkirk Drive is part of the proposal! I find
this very inappropriate as my backyard would then become a trail! Interfering with my privacy and the
quiet and privacy of the cemetery. The proposals in the transportation plan also seem to have taken no
consideration of maintaining wildlife corridors in and around town. Both the land between Alexander
Park and the properties at the top of Selkirk Drive escarpment and the buffer zone between the
properties on Selkirk Drive and the cemetery are heavily used by wildlife as corridor to navigate through
town. Building trails in these areas will impact wildlife connectivity these currently undeveloped areas
support. When asked about our back yard and expansion of our property line I was advised by a
member of the town building services 5 years ago not to try to purchase the land as they stated that
the town was not seeking to expand into these areas that are now included in the transportation plan.

Email to the Planner and Manager of Development Services
Feb 2, 2022
Hello [TOWN ADMINISTRATION],
My name is [NAME] I own [ADDRESS]. I am very concerned with the possibility of a trail being built
along the back of my property line. My husband and I have had our property surveyed and the property
pins are very close to the edge of the hill. A trail along the top would be very invasive to our privacy and
may have a negative effect on our property value. Furthermore, there is erosion currently happening
without further extra traffic. I would be concerned with the stability of our property. Finally, the
embankment is an important wildlife corridor. I would be very concerned about human-wildlife
interaction. As a taxpayer, I am very disappointed that a decision on a plan that would have such a
negative impact on my property and to my neighbors was not directly shared with us. This is not
acceptable. I would ask that you share where exactly where the Town plans to build the trail as the map
currently shows the multipurpose trail at the property line. I also would expect that you would be open
to having a discussion with the property owners on Selkirk Drive.
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Email to the Planner and Manager of Development Services and Town Council
Feb 2, 2022
Dear [TOWN ADMINISTRATION], and elected members of the Town of Golden. Today is the last day of
the new transportation plan public consultation. We’d like to commend the work done so far. It is great
to see the Town proactively addressing the challenges other small mountain towns are facing 10 years
beyond where we are today. The Town’s vision of creating an “integrated and accessible multi-modal
transportation network” fostering a “vibrant and sustainable community” is laudable. The proposed
network of trails, sidewalks and traffic controlling measure to improve non-motorized flow around town
and create a transportation network is timely given the growth of town and the pressing need to
address climate change. While the vast majority of initiatives appear to support the stated vision of
creating a transport network, we would like to share our strong opposition to only one initiative, Multiuse trail #26 (Selkirk Escarpment). The Selkirk Escarpment trail seems out of step with the rest of the
plan and the vision. As we understand proposal #26, it is a purely a scenic trail, and as such, it does not
improve transportation for neither residents nor tourists. Our primary residence is on Selkirk Drive and
we would have the trail directly behind our home. Selkirk Drive currently provides easy, efficient access
for residents, tying in to the existing trail network above Reflection Lake, through the connector by the
cemetery, and into the path down Selkirk Hill via the sidewalks and roads. A perimeter trail in fact
wouldn’t get used by residents as it would actually be much longer to walk around the circle, than to
use the existing roads and trails. Having a completely new trail constructed through the wooded areas
behind everyone’s homes would open up our backyards while decreasing our privacy and safety,
without actually supporting the Town’s outlined vision for a connected transportation network. There
are already youth who hang out on the slope behind our property, generating garbage we clean up and
noise. While kids are kids and these have been generally sporadic events, having a tourist trail go
through purely for people to “see the view” would likely significantly increase such incidents, as people
begin to traffic current green space. While transport is important and allowing non-motorized
movement is valuable, it is also important that we retain un-occupied or rarely used green spaces in
Town providing connectivity for wildlife. There are usually several mule and white-tail deer
overwintering and calving on the escarpment. They would be pushed out by dogs and people.
Additionally construction of such a trail would likely require felling a number of the mature trees
currently supporting the bank and providing habitat for wildlife. With the proposed trail facing west
facing, there likely would be people there at dusk, which is concerning for night time safety. It would
like require many residents to build fences to keep off leash dogs and their associated poop off of
properties. This would be costly, but unfortunately necessary. We greatly appreciate and enjoy the
company of our neighbours. Everyone keeps an eye on everyone else’s property and kids and we risk
losing that spirt of Golden and specifically of our neighbourhood if such a trail were to be constructed. If
promoting tourism were the vision of the transportation plan and Town, then #26 would be much more
in keeping with the vision; however, it does not appear to align with the stated vision for the
community and would cause myriad issues for us and our neighbours. We hope that the Town remains
focused on the initiatives that best support the Vision and eliminate consideration of Multi-Use Trail
#26.
Email to the Planner and Manager of Development Services
February 2, 2022
Dear sir as a homeowner on Selkirk Drive I am 100 % against the trail project. We purchased our home
here due to the privacy and seclusion that was here. This trail would take that away. The wildlife corridor
will also be adversely affected. I also believe that this will reduce our property value. Our quiet, private
neighborhood will no longer exist.
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Voice mail to Planner and Manager of Development Services
February 2, 2022
Multi-use trail #26.
I have learned that there is a proposed multi use pathway (#26) I am not impressed with it and people
are already coming across our property to get to the other trail and I think that is going to increase
people thinking they can walk across our properties. I am seriously against it. If you could please give
me a call at [PRIVATE PHONE NUMBER]

Voice mail to Planner and Manager of Development Services
Good evening [TOWN ADMINISTRATION], sorry to contact you so late on a Friday afternoon. I received a
notice that there is a multi-use trial suggested around the cemetery up on Selkirk hill. I think it is an
amazing idea. I really like this idea. I live in this area and I think it would be so nice to have this area
more accessible to the general public and I am slightly disappointed that people in the neighbourhood
think that for some reason they have more right to the Town of Golden than other residents. I love the
idea. Thank you so much. If you’d like to contact me about this my number [PRIVATE PHONE
NUMBER]

Email to the Planner and Manager of Development Services
February 2, 2022
Hi [TOWN ADMINISTRATION].
It has been brought to my attention that the Town is proposing to build a trail between my property
and the cemetery. The majority of residents on Selkirk Dr are very strongly opposed to this disruption in
our neighbourhood.

Email to the Planner and Manager of Development Services
February 2, 2022
There are rumours going round that the current transportation plan will have a far wider impact than
the information provided in the current consultation would suggest.
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Selkirk Hill:
Hi [TOWN ADMINISTRATION].
I have heard that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Selkirk Hill (14th Ave) will be closed to all non-emergency traffic
This closure will make room for multi-use trail 25.
Bowle-Evans Drive will be the only vehicular access to the Selkirk Heights area.
The proposed crossing at Cedar Street will be needed as all vehicle traffic will now be coming
into the Selkirk Heights area through Bowle Evans Drive
The current barrier at the end of 11th Street will be removed to open the road to vehicle traffic to
connect to 14th Ave.
The Town will be supportive of commercial rezoning in the Selkirk Heights area to support
tourism businesses that enhance the tourist experience of the new multi-use trails in the area,
e.g. bike shop, cafe, retail.

Multi-Use and Active Corridor plans:
I have heard that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All planned Multi-Use Trails will be of a similar design to the current rotary trail along the side of
the Kicking Horse River.
All Multi-Use Trails will be wide enough for vehicle access to allow for plowing in the winter, and
for maintenance in the summer. They will be wide enough for a truck to travel.
The installation of Active Corridors will include the layout of some roads being changed to oneway vehicle traffic, or local vehicle traffic only.
Some roads on the Active Corridor or Multi-Use Trail routes will become "no through" roads to
reduce vehicular traffic.
Where there is a laneway behind houses on an Active Corridor the road may be closed to all
vehicle traffic and the laneway will become the primary parking access route for those houses.
Where there is an Active Corridor or Multi-Use Trail on an existing road there will be no onstreet parking.
Multi-use trail 27 extends all the way to Highway 95 as affordable housing development is
planned for the area between Reflection Lake and the CP tracks.

Please could you review the list above and confirm for each numbered point if these rumours are true,
in total or in part, and whether they are an accurate reflection of the Town's intent?
Email to the Planner and Manager of Development Services
February 2, 2022
Hi [TOWN ADMINISTRATION].
I would like to write and express my opposition to the new Selkirk multi use trail being planned. Why
are we putting a trail in peoples back yards when there is an entire recreational area around mount 7 to
use? We should be spending money on side walks for our children around the schools not wasting
money on putting a trail in peoples yards.
Thank you
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APPENDIX D:
VERBATIM ONLINE SURVEY
COMMENTS
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VERBATIM COMMENTS FROM ONLINE SURVEY
Do you have any comments on the Proposed Goals? Are there goals that we missed? If so, describe briefly (please keep in mind, goals are high-level results of the Plan, not specific
actions):
Response
Response Theme
1
Safety is my main priority.
safety
2
What does active transportation mean? Seems vague. What’s does reduction in vehicle emissions really mean? Less needs for a car? Newer cars? EVs? I details, wildlife
can’t tell if this goal aligns with my view because it’s unclear. Also, I’m not sure what the reference to environment means. Not logging where there’s
trails? Not putting trails where it might disturb wildlife? Again, the language is vague and depending on the answers I might agree or not agree.
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

The “walking trail” planned for Selkirk Hill area will become my backyard, we purchased our property to have the privilege of privacy of in a town
location
Develop a trail network that stops teenagers from cycling down streets the wrong way - develop a strategy so that they work safely with the traffic
instead of dangerously against it.
I am concerned with the trails being built behind the houses on Selkirk Hill. Will they be down the bank or on the top. This is privately owned property.
We have survey pins that show our property is to the top of the bank.
Consideration should be given to residents who live and work here, rather than trying to attract tourists.
It is already easy to move throughout Golden, more trails are not a concern for me. A more secure water crossing, or a 2nd crossing, is a more
important issue.
I think the goals are great. A well connected system of trails, paths and roads enables people to move quickly, efficiently and easily through town,
improving the likelihood of walking and biking to get around, while also providing recreation for those less inclined to venture out of the town proper.

Selkirk Hill, privacy

Ensure that the new pathways are also safe for the residents that live in the area.
These goals are so generic and so by default you will get support for these. You may as well have asked if I support apple pie!

safety, residents
details

safety, enforcement
, privacy
resident
crossing
support, connection

Are there any additional areas or locations where you would like to see the road network improved to address issues and gaps related to motor vehicles in Golden (skip to next question if
you do not have additional comments)?
Response
Response Theme
1
Rail crossing on the way to KHMR and Fischer Rd needs to be addressed
KHMR and Fischer Rd
2
Smack CP rail up side the head and get them to stop blocking the rail tracks on fisher road and kicking horse drive
KHMR and Fischer Rd
3
Motor vehicles need to remain the priority. Not bicycles. Not hiking. Not walking. There are many many trails to hike and walk. Pave the road on the
cars, pave Selkrik
back side of Selkirk. (By rodeo grounds). This must be done ASAP.
4
Improvement #3 7stN and 10Ave N needs to be 2 lanes which would enable traffic to make right turns insted of being blocked by traffic waiting to turn improvement 3
left at the lights.
5
Median island at crossing at 11 st so that better low level signage can be placed to make it clearer to traffic that there is a pedestrian priority.
Median island at crossing at 11 st
6

It is very dangerous for people to cross 10th Ave/Hwy 95, even more so when the Hwy #1 is closed. There have been a number of accidents where
people have just been driving too fast between Reflection lake Road and the bridge by 7/11. It is only a matter of time before someone is killed.

crossing 10th Ave/Hwy 95

7
8
9
10

The railway crossing to the ski hill could be something to look at?
over or underpass at CP railway crossing to Kicking Horse
Revisit the OCP for one way traffic routing plan in downtown area
I would like to see a suspension bridge or other type of bridge over the kicking horse connecting the rec center areas to Golden Donald Upper - this
would allow bicycle/pedestrian traffic from this part of town to connect to the school/rec system without requiring them to drive down the highway.

railway crossing to ski hill
railway crossing to ski hill
one-way traffic
river crossing

11

river crossing, realign kicking horse dr

13
14
15

A realignment of Kicking Horse Dr. Move the roadway 10-15 meters to the east. This will also for the construction of a multi-use path and gardens,
benches etc along the river side of the drive. If possible build another bridge across the Kicking Horse River just past the existing CPR railroad
bridge.n250-50
vehicles still speed either exiting or entering Golden (near the Rona); need speed reduction sign on hwy 95 bridge in both directions...missing 1
direction...vehcile speed limit too high especially for transport trucks
Speed bumps in residential areas needed for safety concerns
Improve ability to turn left onto 10th ave at the main street and 10th ave intersection (in front of seven eleven)
Could a traffic light be installed at #11? This would improve the safety for turning vehicles may help to reduce the speed of traffic entering the town.

16

Better playground zone signage such as 6th street south Dogwood park.

playground signage, 6th street south Dogwood park

17

30 km on 95 from 7th to 15 st; alternate truck route (ie a 95 bypass); 9 ave north from 6 st to river pedestrian only, closed to vehicle traffic

12

18

19
20
21

speed reduction hwy 95
traffic calming res areas
turn left in front of 7/11
light at 11th

30 km on 95 from 7th to 15 st, hwy 95 bypass, ped
only
There needs to be some exploration of another connection across the Kicking Horse River. Even a fancy new bridge won't solve the congestion or reduce river crossing,
short vehicle trips if people need to get to the bridge to cross. The pedistrian bridge can be very congested in the summer months with tourists taking
pictures and residents trying to get to where they need to go. A transportation plan needs to look at an additional bridge in some capacity or else you
are just ignoring the elephant in the room.
Improve safety at pedestrian crossing at post office
ped crossing post office
railway crossing on the way to the ski hill. at times the wait is up to 25min. I'm sure this has been looked into before but as our town is growing and
railway crossing to ski hill
tourism increases we should look into options.
The intersection of Highway 1 and the Visitor Centre needs to be made more safe. There should be a no right turn on red for West Bound traffic.

22

Railway crossings on Fisher road and Kicking Horse drive. These crossing are blocked sometimes several times a day for more than 15 min due to rail
traffic. The rail traffic block road traffic as well as many walking and biking traffic. There are many businesses that are effected by these stoppages.
There is also large traffic jams that back up and cause rage with drivers. The bikers and walkers also have made trails to walk under the rail bridge on
both sides of the river that are unsafe due to the proximity to the rail bridge and the kicking horse river.

rail crossing fisher rd and kicking horse drive

23

Due to lack of sidewalks on downtown residential streets, speed limits of 30km/h should be implemented along with removable speed bumps focused
around playground zones
I would like to see the speed limits enforced on TCH#1 on the hill east of Golden. During high traffic times, it is often difficult to merge onto the
highway to go east, coming from the Hwy 95 interchange. Also, when trying to merge onto the highway, to go west , comingfrom the Lafontaine
interchange, it is ofter dangerous to merge onto the highway because of excessinve speed of the vehicles coing from the east. Also the speed limit of
vehicles using Golden Donald Upper Road, should be enforced.
Dickson Downs, road lights when turning on highway
The Hwy 95 bridge request does not include an underpass for AT. How is that possible? None of these improvements address the bottle neck of the
Hwy 95/10th Ave bridge. There needs to be a full AT loop plan around Golden, with bridge access over the KHRiver near the CPR bridge and in the
Canyon. And even consider a bridge over the Columbia River to "Take It Easy."
A trail connecting Nicholson to Golden. Like the Legacy trail in Canmore. This would be very popular and would connect the communities south of town
more to Golden.
Need to have public transportation to Highway up to Tims Horton's and Subway Restaurant area
Reduce the speed limit to 30 km/hr on the entire 9 street south, to allow students from all school to feel safe.
Tes, Two areas: 1. Alongisde Hwy 95 bridge improvements as initially presented in preliminary plans, also reconfigure existing road and current gravel
parking lot (between hwy and railroad) to eliminate pedestiran road crossing coming into downtown. 2. Create no motor vehicle zone on 9th ave
between 5th and 6th street (with alowances for emergencies and deliveries that are outside business hours, etc)s hours).fic hours if perament

lower speed limit, traffic calming

24

25
26

27
28
29
30

lower speed limit, enforcement

Dickson Downs road light
AT underpass on river crossing, Hwy 95/10th Ave
bridge, river crossing
trail connecting Nicholson to Golden
public transportation to Highway
30 km/hr on the entire 9 street S
gravel parking lot (between hwy and railroad) to
eliminate pedestiran road crossing, ped only

CONTINUED: Are there any additional areas or locations where you would like to see the road network improved to address issues and gaps related to motor vehicles in Golden (skip to
next question if you do not have additional comments)?
Response
31
La Fontaine road speed limit enforcement- speed bumps? Also a safe place for pedestrians to go (sidewalk or multi-use trail). So many babies, children,
dog walkers in this area!!!
32
Ski hill road to the dogtooth bridge should have a bike lane
33
Make the developers of the "Sevens" pay to pave Bowle-Evans Dr. 30+ $800K townhomes, they should do something to help with the congestion they
are going to create.
34
CP rail level crossing to an over or underpass
35
Side parkings along 10th Ave/Hwy95 hinder visibility for pedestrians as well as motorized vehicles. Consider a different road layout (now its 4 lanes plus
2 side parking lanes to cross as a pedestrian!)
36
The parking and road network at the transcan highway strip needs to be overhauled. Providing trucker Parking and walkable crossings. Poor snow
removal can’t get in there. Any times the passes are closed it all becomes a one way street
37
9th St S: improve signage and lane markings where the schools are (especially La Confluence school area)
38
Bike lanes south of town
39
Better signage on HWY #1 coming down the golden hill into town! Currently there is no signage showing lane changes.
40
Train crossing before the ski hill road and a sidewalk in 8th Ave s towards the pedestrian bridge. Many people walk from 9th St to the river this way.
Currently it is dangerous with the number and speed of vehicles in and out of the apartment complexes.
41
Barricades on right side of road going up Selkirk hill
42
I think providing additional measures to ensure that vehicles are traveling at the speed limit along 9th St S would be ideal.
43
I would like to see some sort of traffic control, even if it is just a pedestrian xing at the south end of town that would link 14th or 15th st. south to the
Rotary Trail network. ie: the alley south of 14th street and just north of 15th St. south which has been closed to vehicle traffic is now being used more as
a walking and cycling corridor between the Rotary Network trail to the Graveyard Hill trail along the road ( 15th st south? ). I have watched numerous
close calls as pedestrians and cyclists cross here to link up with the perimeter trail around the TOG. Most people are not going to walk 3 blocks North to
cross and then have to walk 3 blocks back to continue on their way. Moreover, this might help slow incoming N bound traffic if there was signage
indicating a X walk. Having a crossing here would compliment the existing walking network or if there was a flashing yellow light...it may help folks
turning into/out of Rona too.
44
12th street and HWY 95 would benefit from a traffic light. Drivers are normally speeding on the highway, making it difficult to merge onto HWY 95.
45
46

Response Theme
lower speed limit, La Fontaine rd, sidewalks
bike lane ski hill rd to dogtooth bridge
pave Bowle-Evans Dr.
rail corssing to under or overpass
reconsider parking along 10th ave/hwy 95
hwy 1 strip
9th St S signage
Bike lanes south of town
hwy 1 signage into town
railway crossing to ski hill
Selkirk hill barracades
speed limit 9th St S
ped crossing 14th or 15th st, more ped crossings

light at 12th street and HWY 95,
maintenance
railway crossing to ski hill

47
48

Paving on main Street by pet valu and the dollar store. That road is full of pot holes
The railway crossing going up to the ski hill. The second turn to get into the blaeberry coming from town does not have a turn lane and has high-speed
traffic just flying up your ass.
South back road on Selkirk Hill
Better signage coming down golden hill for lane changes. There are also no sidewalks or wide roads lafontaine or Gareb. Making it hard to walk or bike

49
50
51
52
53
54

Signage/crosswalk for cyclists and pedestrians by Rona crossing highway to bc hydro/cemetery hill/ Alexander drive area
Where is road rule enforcement?
Bridge over tracks to ski hill
What about the rail crossing on kicking horse drive overpass?
Sidewalks on Pine Drive!
Level Rail crossing on Kicking Horse Trail

ped crossing
enforcement
river crossing
rail crossing on kicking horse drive overpass
sidewalks
rail crossing on kicking horse drive overpass

Selkirk Hill S
hwy 1 signage into town

Are there any additional areas or locations where you would like to see the active transportation network improved to address issues and gaps related to walking, rolling, or bicycling in
Golden? (skip to the next question if you do not have additional comments)
Response
1
More collaboration with CP
2
The biggest issue to me is the kicking horse drive train tracks crossing and that’s not on here.
3
Train crossing eliminated at fisher road and kicking horse drive
4
Stongly opposed to #26 Escarpment Trail. It is used by many deer, bears, fox, etc. This should be left natural for the animals and not be intruded upon
by people. It would also intrude on the buffer of the Golden Cemetary.
5
I am opposed to any project that requires the acquisition of property or will infringe on peoples properties.
6
I don’t see any proposed sidewalks on Selkirk Dr, especially in winter, turning onto this street you very often encounter pedestrians and their dogs.

Response Theme
rail crossing
railway crossing to ski hill
KHMR and Fischer Rd
oppose project 26, wildlife
oppse property acquisition
sidewalk at Selkirk Dr

7

Generally I think the list covers things. While some of the projects near the schools are likely valuable, the biggest issues I think are crossing highway 1
and highway 95. These see the most traffic, the highest speeds and are the most dangerous. Cutting the corners to create a more efficient network in
some other areas also seems valuable. I strongly oppose #26. It doesn't address connectivity, mobility or transportation and instead just creates new
trails that do nothing for people's ability to move around, while instead creating issues for residents.

8
9
10

No - There are plenty of quiet roads people can use and what is proposed is a large town solution looking for a problem.
I would like to see a pedestrian connection between Alexander Park/Rec areas and Golden Donald Upper via a bridge/multiuse path
ped connections
I completely disagree with #33, the 13th St S connector. I live in the neighbourhood and am not coming from a place of NIMBYism. I use active
oppose project 33
transportation to get around Golden every day, all year long. The 13th St S corridor is not a desire line for people. People travelling this area are leaving
their homes and heading to other parts of town via the most direct route (this is not it). Some people travel through this area to access the trail
networks for biking (Mtn Shadows/Selkirk Hill). People arriving by bike use the old road by the BC Hydro building or, if they are coming from this side of
town, they will use Alexander Drive to connect though the access into the park, and go through the park. A corridor would be more appropriate if it
followed the routes people take and was based on where people actually want to go. A straight east west corridor on 13th would be a waste of money.
A better location for a coordior would be the old rail line connecting in to Alexander Park. No one uses 13th street unless they live on it, or they are a
tourist who is lost and trying to find their way back to the campground. Please consider making connections that work in real life, not just make sense
on paper to people who don't actually live here. Thanks!

11

Not sure exactly where it’s addressed above, but crossing 95 at the KH bridge (connecting rotary trails) is a big concern for me and I’d most like to see an crossing 95 at the KH bridge
underpass or similar put in when the bridge is redone, so that bikers and walkers could proceed without stopping traffic.

12
13
14

a complete,well signed and safe Rotary Trail. Priorities? too many to consider
Rail crossings fisher road and kicking horse
Need more ways to get over the KH River. Until you remove this bottleneck at Hwy 95/10th Ave, you will not reduce short vehicle trips and make a
significant improvement in sense of safety to use AT.
A connector trail from Nicholson to Golden.
Need to have public transportation to Highway up to Tims Horton's and Subway Restaurant
La Fontaine road around the heli-ski access drive. No sidewalks and fast cars.
Golden Donald upper road is even more dangerous for pedestrians, cyclists and animals now with all the traffic with the sky bridge
Level crossing on road to Kicking Horse trail has not been addressed
Connect Nicholson to Golden via a multi-use path
bike lane to Nicholson
Keep in mind that 11th St S is an important connector for students to APES, and the crossing of Hwy95 is currently a fairly dangerous situation. The
crossing itself (cars not stopping), but mostly the missing sidewalks on each side (you end up on the Source parking lot, great...) are nightmarish with
kids.
The north sidewalk on 9th St S in front of the Bob Wingate building is not flat. The angle of the sidewalk makes it extremely slippery and unsafe to walk
on. I can't imagine what it's like for wheelchair users or strollers or people with limited mobility or balance.
Crossing from station ave to town.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

near schools, highway crossings, oppose project 26

Rotary Trail sign and safety
KHMR and Fischer Rd
river crossing
connector trail from Nicholson to Golden
transit to HWY1 strip
sidewalks, heli-ski access drive
Donald upper road
Level crossing on road to Kicking Horse trail
connector trail from Nicholson to Golden
connector trail from Nicholson to Golden

crossing of Hwy95 and 11th, APES crossing
hwy95 and 9th leveling
Crossing from station ave to town

CONTINUED: Are there any additional areas or locations where you would like to see the active transportation network improved to address issues and gaps related to walking, rolling, or
bicycling in Golden? (skip to the next question if you do not have additional comments)
Response
25
dedicated bike lane on 9th st from 5th ave to alexander park
Generally, I think flashy signage is incredibly important for vehicle users. A lot of drivers are visitors, and don't realize the amount of folks walking/biking
26
on the streets (especially when there are no sidewalks). Many don't slow down or stop to let pedestrians pass, because they don't expect them. I think
the key to making all these efforts useful, is to make active transportation safe. If it remains unsafe, with vehicles barreling down 9th St S at 70km/h,
folks won't take their bikes.
I made a comment earlier about a possible Xing in the vicinity of 14th or 15 st south and Hwy 95 to connect the Rotary Trail system west of the hwy to
27
the graveyard trail on the east side of the highway. This would be part of a perimiter walk around the TOG.
28
Speeding is a major safety factor along 10th ave north.
29
There is a gap in the sidewalk along 10th Ave/Highway95 between 7th St N and 6th St N which could be tied into Improvement #4
The rotary trail section at the end of 15 St S and Hwy 95 between Golden and Nicholson desparately need improvements for cyclists. This was a
30
common theme in the previous survey's results and has been ignored.
31
APES/Mtn Child crossing to meet Rotary Trail/Selkirk Hill side walk
32
It may seem old fashioned , but having dedicated bike routes( active transprotation) signed informes drivers to use caution.

Response Theme
bike lane 9th st and 5th ave

ped safety
14th or 15 st south and Hwy 95
10th ave speeding
sidewalk gap project 4
connector trail from Nicholson to Golden
APES child crossing
signs

In order of importance, which active transportation theme is the most important to be addressed by the GTP? 1 is the most important and 3 is the least important. Optional, please explain
Response
1
It would have been nice if you had explained exactly what was included in "ROOLING" ???
I don't believe that we need more biking, walking or hiking paths until all of our roads and sidewalks are in place and properly maintained and within
2
budget.
3
First you have to maintain what is already in place, no point building more that can't be sustained. Then link what you have to make it better.
4
Traveling by vehicle is the only option for a lot of seniors.
Simply making current road crossings safer would be the single biggest , and most important step to achieving a more used network. this requires
5
slowing down the traffic on 10th Ave/ Hwy 95.
6
Cyclists and powered transport need to respect peds and slower users on sidewalks etc when travelling a different rates of speed.
7
Need to have public transportation to Highway up to Tims Horton's and Subway Restaurant
8
encouragement without appealing infrastructure typically does not yield significant changes, hence rated lowest..
9
Unlike our rotary trails, it needs to be accessible to all people of all abilities
10
If we have a great network people will be encouraged to use it
11
I feel that resources should be spent best on building the network, then enhancing it. Education and encouragement will come.
12
inclusivity of as much of the community as possible
13
No point in encouraging if the network doesn't exist yet. Start with that.
14
As in the field of dreams, if you build it they will come.
15
Walking, rolling and biking will be encouraged if the experience is enhanced and the network is built.
This whole theme seems to be focused on biking and walking. We have a great network already. We do not have to spend more money on these. We
16
need a better public transportation that will connect our area with Revelstoke, Calgary, Cranbrook.
17
if you build it they will come
18
Accessability
19
Large, safe bike lane on highway 94 would be great.

Are there any additional action(s) we should consider for the active transportation network? Open-Ended Response
Response
1
Love the Selkirk escarpment
2
Make CP pay for crosswalks over their tracks
As I'm reading these questions, it seems to me that a lot of trails downtown would need to be constructed nearly from scratch. Why not simply build
3
sidewalks along the existing roads?
4
Selkirk hill remains quiet and we enjoy it that way By adding trails we loose our back yards and quiet neighbour hood
Keep existing trails and improve on them in existing designated areas. ADD WASHROOMS!!!!!! Do not forget this important step as was done with the
5
new disc golf course.
With the Selkirk Hill trail please keep in mind that currently there is a buffer there to offer privacy to people visiting the cemetery. Putting a trail through
6
there completely goes against the whole purpose of the buffer zone. This space between Selkirk Drive and the cemetery is also a corridor for wildlife.
Deer, Bears, Coyotes and Foxes all use this corridor throughout the year and putting a path through it would disrupt their already lacking space to safely
pass through.
7
I strongly oppose the walking/biking trail around Selkirk Drive. We bought up here for the quiet neighborhood and this path would destroy that. I don't
believe that this could be done without the residents having to give part of their property up to achieve this. I also believe that our property values
would go down and I don't believe that the town wants to have less property taxes from the current property owners.
8
Make it accessible in winter.
9
Do not disrupt established neighborhoods by putting trails through green spaces, green spaces where children can play are important too.
10
Do not build a trail behind Selkirk Drive. It is an animal corridor. A trail and people will disturb the many wildlife who frequent this area year-round (
deer, bear, fox, etc ) I live on Selkirk Drive and strongly resist the disruption a trail will bring. Also, as city planners, you should already know, that
when-ever people can easily walk to, from, and throughout neighborhoods it always brings crime. Why introduce this element into currently into
currently safe neighborhoods? Will you be providing fences to the current landowners?
11
I really think creating a network is the most important at this point. 1 East/West connector through town probably does the trip, while the river
crossings, and highway crossing are probably the most challenging barriers, particularly separating and segmenting town North/South. As mentioned
above, I strongly oppose proposed measure 26 around selkirk drive. There is no need for this trail, and it conflicts with the stated goals in my opinion.
The existing roads (Selkirk Dr + 14th St), provide easy access for residents to access and egress from the neighbourhood. Existing trails near the cemetery
could be enhanced to improve the experience for the less mobile, but an outer permitter trail doesn't improve mobility, it doesn't enhance the network,
and merely brings tourist traffic into everyone's backyards, raising parking, safety, and theft concerns, without increasing the ability for residents and
visitors to move around. The existing trails and benches above reflection lake provide an excellent view and tie into the mount shadows trail network.
12
Carefully consider cost of maintenance and upkeep.
13
Bridge over the kicking horse river to connect rec center and golden donald upper.
14
Better biking lanes through town
15
Speed reduction for motorized vehicles; accommodate road/gravel bikes as well as mountain/hybrid bikes
16
How does the plan connect to the Golden and Area A Trail Strategy?
17
Improved relations and collaboration with CP. This stands for vehicles too, but especially walkers and bikers
How best to manage different modes of transport with different speeds sharing inadequate infrastructure and being considerate of other users from
18
peds to cars
19
A network to safely connect the surround Area A communities (Nicholson, Parson, Blaeberry) by bicycle would be my #1 choice.
20
Shuttle service for locals and guests to KHMR
21
Traffic calming = more congestion and more emissions in town
22
Transit stops need to be improved for multi-modal users. Transit routes need to be rationalized.

Response Theme

Response Theme
Selkirk
cost, rail crossing
sidewalks
Selkirk, privacy
infrastructure, bathrooms

selkirk, privacy, wildlife

oppose, Selkirk, privacy
accessibility
preserve green spaces

Selkirk, oppose, wildlife

infrasturcture, Selkirk, oppose,
cost, maintenance
river crossing
infrasturcture
speed reduction
regional connection
CP rail relations
infrastructure, safety, all users
regional connections
transit, ski hill
emissions
transit

CONTINUED: Are there any additional action(s) we should consider for the active transportation network? Open-Ended Response
Response
23
Trail connecting Nicholson to Golden
24
Need to have public transportation to Highway up to Tims Horton's and Subway Restaurant from the downtown area
Lighting, lighting, lighting. High visibility clothing. Motorists need to be able to see pedestrians and bicyclists, many of which have no care for their
25
own safety. Give motorists a fighting chance to see and avoid them.
26
Block cars from the new downtown alley. That old bakery guy is a careless driver.
The Golden Cycling Club needs to work on their signage and communication. sexist, derogatory, shaming, signage out of date jokes etc makes Golden
27
look bad. Actively telling people to not walk on multi use trails divides the community more than it brings people together. I purposefully do not give
them money because the actions of their board disgust me.
28
Garbage can placement and frequent collection. Off highway cycle paths to neighbouring towns.
29
on a great path so far.
Connect Nicholson to Golden via a multi-use pathway that is cleared during the winter to limit the amount Nicholson residents need to rely on
30
walking/biking on the highway or hitchhiking to reach work in town
31
separated bike lane to Nicholson like in the Bow Valley
Main routes for in-town-motorized traffic (such as 9th St S for student drop off traffic) should be made first priority when it comes to improvements for
32
active transportation, to encourage students and parents to refrain from using the car.
Work with other jurisdictions to build a bike/transport pathway south towards Radium like the path between Canmore and banff. To make it safer for
33
cyclists
34
Creating a safe bike or walking path between Nicholson and Golden
35
A bus!!!
36
A shuttle bus to the resort
37
Wildlife safety and conservation
I think the proposed improvements would be a great addition to the town network. I like the proposed extension of the rotary trail along the CP yard
38
from 14 St S to bowle evans dr
39
Accessing MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS safely from Town does not seem to be given any priority. The main way to access the Mt. 7 area trails ( Selkirk
Slackers and beyond ) is via the Graveyard trail and the trail above overlooking Reflection Lake . I constantly see riders west of Hwy 95 on 14th St. S (or
the alley to its south) that are basically funnelling across Hwy 95 to gain 15th Street S and beyond to access the Graveyard Trail. This important bicycle
access point is not addressed anywhere in your proposals. Secondly, trying to access the CBT trail network towards the ski hill side from Town is also
treacherous as there are no allowances for bicycles on the side of the road that leads to the Dogtooth Bridge. If you are trying to promote bicycle access
and reduce vehicle traffic, these two CYCLING DESTINATIONS should be given some consideration in your plans as mountain biking is a popular sport in
Golden and attracts tourists too. I would rather not have to drive from Town to a trailhead when it is within riding distance of where i live! It seems little
attention or thought has been given to this. Someday another bridge over the KickingHorse River towards the Fischer Road corner of Town would be
ideal ( i realize this is not economically feasible at this point in time ) to reduce strain on the Hwy 95 bridge.
40
Bike path to nicholson
30km/hr speed limits for all vehicles within town limits. I've travelled through towns in the US where they had this and it was actually a welcomed
41
surprise. It creates a relaxed and safe atmosphere for everyone. Distances travelled in Golden are so small that a slower speed limit would not really
affect time taken to get to the destination.
42
N/A
43
Linkages beyond the Town boundary. 7,000 people live here, we need an approach that addresses the needs and wants of all residents not just the
Town residents. This survey does not deal with the whole community of Golden, the Town and Rural residents. We just keep working in the same
flawed way, look at the proposed Aquatic Centre. As 7,000 residents we can hardly support all the initiatives proposed.
44
Almost every walk I go in ends in reversing down the same path I've already used which is less fun.
45
Bike routes to connect communities, with large, safe bike lanes
46
Ensuring paths all networks are acceptable and safe for all types of rolling- ie paved
Deal with 11th street south. People drive down it like it’s a highway. 9th street and 10th street school zones, 8/7/6/5 street have stop signs to slow folks
47
down. Many children walk on this street to school as they use the pedestrian crossing. There is no sidewalk. There is a park, daycare and 2 churches on
this street. There was a petition a few years ba k regarding this but nothing happened.
48
Public transportation eg. bus for local area
Unfortunately this survey is a difficult tool for a lot of people to use. The "look at the map and then give us your opinion" is something that many folks
49
will find challenging to do. How are you going to garner feedback from residents that don't have the cognitive or technical ability to follow these steps?
Please don't go wasting money incentivizing people to ride, roll, or walk. Collecting data is fine, but we're not building a tourist attraction, we're building
a community asset via a transportation network that will become attractive to visitors without the need to market it. Let's also prioritize actions by
population density/demand on the route. Not every connection needs to be available in the winter either. The rotary trail is better maintained then my
street (seriously!).
50
Promoting active transportation and improving accessibility is key to getting more people out of their vehicles. It is important to be realistic about
regional initiatives for more bike trails. Cost of infrastructure and potential environmental impacts need to be carefully considered.

In your opinion, why is it difficult to find parking in Golden (check all that apply): Other (please specify)
Response
1
Bylaw enforcement not out enough.
2
Walking/biking could be promoted more
3
Could be more parking downtown. And it’s not an issue yet, but cedar lake, cbt, and reflection lake parking will become issues in future years.

Response Theme
regional connections
transit, highway
lighting
ped only zones

signage, inclusive
maintenance, regional connections
na
regional connections, maintenance
regional connections
9th st priority
regional connections
regional connections
transit
transit
wildlife
support

accessing trails, Selkirk, ski hill
regional connections

reduce speed

regional connections
infrastructure
infrastructure
safety, accessible

11st S, 9th &10th street playground zone, safety
transit

survey, priorities

Response Theme
enforcement
promote at
more spots

4
5
6
7
8
9

The town has eliminated 2 parking lots and the employee parking spots behind the properties on the new River Walk.
all the patios for restaurants and bars that reduce the number of parking spaces.
I think counting private parking spaces is misleading - the public can't (shouldn't) park there
Insufficient designated handicapped parking spaces at the Seniors Centre, a town operated facility.
Parking is only a real issue during summer tourist season.
Parking being on opposite side of Hwy 95 from downtown. Revisit the proposal in the OCP and work with the province to make it reality.

more spots
pop-up patios
private spots
not enough HCP
summer
provincial discussions

10
11
12
13
14
15

Seems to me if we are moving towards more non-motorized accessability psrking should be less of an issue
Main street
9 Ave north
Lack of knowledge/wayfinding for parking. People don't realize they can park on the south side of the river several places and walk
9th Ave North
Core town parking on main street is hard to find sometimes. Parking across the street in the CPR parking lot is intimidating for two reasons. 1) Crossing
the road is a bit scary sometimes cars to not see the crossing. 2) hard to get back onto the highway, lots of us need to turn left to go back over the
bridge and there are no lights. You end up turning right, going down to the lights, driving all the way back through town to get back on the bridge.

promote at
main street
9th ave N
wayfinding
9th ave N
downtown, CPR parking not ideal

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Too many people driving
9th ave n and post office
Population growth.
Golden is growing and becoming busier.
incorrect parking downtown typically occurs in the winter months when snow obscures parking stalls
The parking spaces the town offers are not convenient. Only one crosswalk from the gravel lot across Hwy 95.
the poor cross walk connecting the CP lot by 7-11 to downtown

promote at
9th ave N
pop growth
pop growth
snow clearing
not convient
ped crossing, CPR parking not ideal

CONTINUED: In your opinion, why is it difficult to find parking in Golden (check all that apply): Other (please specify)
Response
23
If parking in the CP Lot, it is not safe to cross the highway via walking. We need a way to walk over or under the highway. People do not slow down and
adhere to the cross walk signals.
24
I think it's not a problem at all. I have never had issues if I walk a block, maximum. I do not support more parking stall/lot creation, but perhaps the
mangement of existing stalls is an approach.
25
The issue is visitors not understanding the parking situation and creating parking issues.
26
Mentality of drivers is all about parking as close to destination as possible - I say eliminate parking in the main downtown area and force parking to
edges
27
there should be no vehicle parking downtown unless have a disability pass
28
Taps and taco place outside patios on the street
29
Too many complainers. Walk a bit
30
Not enough parking downtown during peak hours
31
I have never had an issue finding a parking spot in Golden. Maybe you just need to walk a little. Parking is not an issue.
32
Unsafe access to CP lot. Poor design of CP lot. It should be paved and marked. Terrible when it is rainy etc.
33
Encouraging biking/walking to reduce congestion
34
Lack of parking for residents during snow removal when street parking is not allowed and overnight parking is not allowed in town parking lots. No
designated parking for trucks with trailers (sledders)
35
promoting the walking and biking networks would help to eliminate the parking issues in the downtown core areas.
36
Downtown
37
Sidewalk patios, especially in summer.
38
Some people don’t want to walk more than a block from parking to destinations.
39
There isn't optimal places to cross the road when parking in the CP parking lot
40
9ave N between 7stN and 5stN should be a pedestrian only zone.
41
downtown
42
Poor crossing options from CP lot to downtown
43
Lack of parking is seasonal. In the shoulder season there is always enough parking. Often the downtown employees are blamed for taking parking
spaces, but that is not necessarily the case. Most downtown employees have to cross the highway and risk their life to get to work. There needs to be
parking for employees to operate the downtown core and for the people who want to access the businesses and services. More bike racks and safer
routes to get to the downtown area would certainly help.
44
It is not difficult to find parking in Golden!

Generally, what time of the day is it difficult to find parking (check all that apply)? Other (please specify)
Response
1
When the mill changes shifts and when schools are dismissed.
2
Lunchtimes
3
Not sure
4
I tend not to go to town on weekends
5
except Sunday, because for some reason Golden still closes on Sunday for Jesus
6
Weekend days.afternoons during winter season
7
people should stop driving, create a parking garage across for 711 and make people walk, cars suck
8
Friday evenings
9
Anytime on weekends
10
During snow removal times. Where do you want the street parkers to go?

Response Theme
CPR lot not ideal, safety
non issue, enforcement
tourists
remove downtown parking
remove downtown parking, accessible
pop up patios
promote at
more spots
promote at
CPR lot not ideal
promote at
winter, large vehicle parking
promote at
downtown
pop up patios, summer
not convienent
CPR lot not ideal
ped only zone, 9th ave N
downtown
ped crossing, CPR lot not ideal
staff parking needed, promote at

not an issue

Response Theme
mill shift change, after school school
lunch
na
weekends
saturdays
weekends, afternoons, winter
promote at
Friday evening
weekends
winter

Optional: Do you have any other comments regarding parking in Golden (skip to next question if you do not have additional comments)? Open-Ended Response
Response
Response Theme
1
More crossings to CP lot please
CPR lot needs ped crossing
2
Businesses using parking spaces as outdoor patios is a huge problem
pop-up patios, business specific parking
3
Business owners are always parking where they shouldn’t. Taking up prime spaces for visitors and locals.
business specific parking
4
Lack of handicap parking
handicapped spots
I think that better parking should be identified and laid out e.g. CP parking lot where the farmers market used to be. Negotiate with CP to acquire this
5
Clearly outlined
land for highway realignment and then use current highway space for better parking, esp for business workers so that spaces closer to the shops are
higher turnover.
My only guess is that perhaps parking is an issue around main street during the winter time? Having lived in other mountain towns and cities prior to
6
na
moving to Golden, I think Golden does an excellent and quick job of snow clearing, has abundant parking and generally traffic flows well. It is 'spread
out' and as such movement on foot or bike is a challenge with the bridges, rivers and highways having limited safe crossing locations, but obviously
that's addressed in the first part of this survey.
parking in residential areas....due to rental units; there is no room for parking in their proposed parking area; so parking overflows onto the street
7
residential parking for renters
making it hazardous to drive/walk around
8
Remove 15 min parking limit on main street
remove short term parking main street
9
CPR lot needs ped crossing, staff parking
Organize the parking in CP lot better and encourage owners & employees to park there leaving more spaces for customers. Encourage people to park a
block or two away and walk to shopping. Increase awareness of available parking. Make ped crossing at Post Office safer and more obviously safer
Parking at the LGES can be a bit difficult. Lots of parking on the street which leaves the roads narrow. Drop off and pick up times are super congested.
10
LGES parking, school areas, parking on both sides of
Also 9th St South between 10th Ave S and 8th Ave S. Lots of cars parking on both sides if the road for the businesses and the school making it super
street
narrow. This is a main corridor and at school busy times it can be dangerous.
11
Parking is not bad right now but could deteriorate. Kudos to you for trying to get in front of this.
na
12
Downtown parking.
downtown
13
The "issue" regarding lack of parking is an issue of perception, not reality. There is more than adequate vehicle parking in Golden.
non issue
14
parking garage
parking garage
15
The only resources spent on parking should be for improving accessible spaces.
handicapped spots
Parking places across highway (between hwy and railroad) is entirely underutilized and its location necessitates pedestrians to cross provincial highway. Parking places across highway
16
Although new and improved crossing is helpful, the entire parking location is not useful. Rarely see significant number of parking occupied there and I
also avoid doing so.
17
non issue
I don’t park in town that often, about once a week, but I can always find a spot. It’s busier during the summer tourist season but still not a problem.
Start planning for alternative parking lots or even a parkade near downtown and / or near Save-On, if our neighbouring small mountain towns are any
18
parking garage, large vehicle parking
indication of how visitation will increase. Large RV units and sled trailers need somewhere to park too.
Making a previous public lot a private lot was a poor choice. It was the town who screwed up when the alley was paved and now the public must deal
19
public to private lot
with the consequences. Someone at town hall should be held accountable for this.
20
Not so much an issue with COVID, but make an easy pull-through lot for sledders with trailers and euro's in Canadream RV
large vehicle parking
21
Should work with CP rail and pave their DT parking lot and install better signage directing visitors to that lot.
CPR lot needs ped crossing
22
tcar, short term parking, don’t charge for it
People have a very car oriented culture here, and are used to having unlimited parking. I think they need to realize that it's not realistic to have a
parking spot exactly where they need it, at exactly the time they need it. Perhaps some limited time parking spots (20 min) in front of some areas
(pharmacy/ace/bcls), etc would benefit. I support management of parking, but I do not support charging for parking.
There should be no vehicle traffic downtown except for EVs, deliveries and the disabled. Lazy ass people could use a parkade across from 711 and walk large vehicles
23
or roll. Car suck, they are ugly and they smell.

CONTINUED: Optional: Do you have any other comments regarding parking in Golden (skip to next question if you do not have additional comments)? Open-Ended Response
Response
Response Theme
How are you going to deal with increased traffic and therefore increased demand for parking space? Is a multi-story parking garage close to downtown hospital, parking garage
24
an option (for instance on lot of Kicking Horse Ford)? Btw, the hospital often lacks parking space.
25
Get rid of the outside patios in the winter they are tacky to walk through a restaurant while servers are going by with food.
na
26
hwy 1, snow removal prohibited
The parking situation at highway 1 is quite dire Lack of parking means that spots are constantly occupied preventing snow removal to keep it clear.
27
More 24hours parking lot
24hr lots
28
Clearly marking spaces and plowing them would help
more spots, maintenance
29
If there was space to do more angled parking, I think that would be great.
30
Given the climate crisis, parking should be the least of our concerns as Golden is, and will continue to be, highly walkable (and soon, bikeable!).
31
Encourage more pedestrian and bicycle access in the downtown core.
promote at
32
If we keep inviting the world to visit Golden, parking will become a big problem.
more parking
33
People ignoring the 15min time limit parking at the post office.
short term parking
34
Parking downtown is a nightmare most of the time.
downtown
35
An out of date question, we need to discourage discourse on this topic and I live out of Town
survey
Better sidewalk connections and crossing improvements will make it easier for people to park further away from their destination, and still feel safe
36
sidewalks
walking to their destination.
With the realignment of 10 ave / 95 to accommodate the new bridge over the KH river, the new road should be flipped so that it is adjacent the tracks ped only zone,
37
and all the parking should be on the town side of the highway. Allowing for easier access to downtown Golden and allowing for 9aveN to be turned into
a pedestrian only street.
The only issue with parking is people wanting to drive and park directly in front of their destination. There are more than plenty of parking spaces in
38
non issue
Golden.
I just don't get why as a business owner you would take up the prime parking spots for your downtown business instead letting potential customers use CPR lot needs ped crossing,
39
that space. CP boulevard offers plenty of parking, however it seems people don't like to walk the extra few steps to downtown. This could be because
of traffic and lack of safe crossing.... The highway 95 bridge needs to be replaced, and traffic flow, both road and pedestrian needs to be improved in
this area.
40
It's not a big issue. 2 mins of walking will solve any parking problem. Making that walk easy should be a priority
non issue
Beautification and place-making would support people parking and walking throughout the town, reducing the need for parking spaces "right out front" beautification, promote at
41
of where people intend to go.
42
Less parking , more active transportation. If people think parking is hard, they must have never been to a city.
promote at

Please indicate what about visitor traffic concerns you (check all that apply). Also, please elaborate on your response (ex. specific issue, location, time of day/year) in the optional/
additional comments box. Open-Ended Response
Response
1
Speed coming into and leaving town on 95 S. Locals and visitors still idle despite signs everywhere. More people are seemingly lost.
2
too many people speeding in higher traffic areas. Wide roads without meridians encourage this. Perpetual last minute lane changes just before 10ave
N, lane markings are not visible enough
3
Similar to the parking question, mostly I don't think visitors traffic is an issue. Perhaps we will see issues near the skybridge as it seems to be becoming
quite popular, and may continue to do so as we rebound from the pandemic, but to-date I really don't think there are big issues. Having all of highway 1
traffic through town on 95 when there are closures is a bigger deal, but I understand the necessity.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

33

Response Theme
speed, idling, wayfinding
speed, signage
non issue

when hwy 1 is shut down, hwy 95 becomes a dangerous area due to speed limit lack of enforcement
visitors not knowing which lane to be in while driving on Highway 95, especially southbound next to Old Courthouse
through town not the route to Kicking Horse Mountain Resort and at the intersection of 10th and 9th
The bridge in town
Trucks speeding along 95 in town, and especially over the bridge
main issue is increased demand in summer
Visitors driving too fast and not knowing where to go. Especially 10th Ave main lights. Not well marked and confusing.
Do you want to be a destination or not? Some things come with the territory.
Visitors not so bad, re-routed highway traffic is dangerous. (Speeding, etc)
Idling is an issue in my opinion, especialy during fire season when air quality is already poor. The issues is often seen along both sides of WHY 95
between 11th street and kicking horse bridge. No idling signs are present but ignored.
Drivers going the wrong way down a one way street.
This town lacks enforcement. Why even have any rules if you don’t do anything about it? Enforce all bylaws or remove them.
the intersection at Apostles is fucked, no signage, can't see the lanes. no one not even locals know what is going on.
through the down town corridor and the highway from the kicking horse bridge to IGA the speed limit should be reduced to 30km/hr. It's not safe.

speed, enforcement
wayfinding
ski hill, 10th and 9th
bridge
speed, bridge
summer
speed, wayfinding, 10th ave
na
speed
idling

Better International signage….use symbols not words…Golden has a real problem with sign pollution.
Clear signage for visitor parking lots would be helpful.
Clear signage on Hwy95 for RV parking in downtown area might help.
Idling vehicles is a local issue
When Hwy 1 East is closed for many weeks in a row (for construction in Canyon) traffic on 10 Ave S/Hwy 95 is heavy. It is hard to get from one side of
town to the other.
10th ave S/12th st people always park opposite 11/22 where it says no parking the turn is made very dangerous for people turning off the highway into
the street. I live on the corner and if there is anyone behind me i can never reverse into my drive without the person behind me almost crashing into the
back of me! please put a sign on the grass outside my house saying NO PARKING!
The highway is clearly an issue, but vehicle speeds on residential streets would be my main concern.
At the new light on 8 ave N and Hwy 95 ( the T intersection close to the Chamber of Commerce ) There needs to be designated left and right turn lanes if
possible. It seems to be an area of congestion as there is only one lane yet drivers are turning in both directions onto Hwy 95. If there was a right turn
lane, it would help the flow of traffic here. I realize the road is quite narrow here and perhaps this is not possible. I often wonder why this particular
light was not put one block N to the 7th ave N intersection...It seems to me that the flow of traffic from one end of the downtown to the other makes
more sense and many folks are turning at this intersection to access the ski hill from the south of town so a light here would service that traffic and
future traffic to the Oso Development and other planned future developments ( Basecamp etc) along that corridor...the traffic at this location is only
going to increase dramatically in the future.

wayfinding, signage
signage
signage, large vehicle parking
idling
construction

Many locals have never driven in busy traffic so they are easily confused and irritated.
Sledders in the winter with large trailers parking in the downtown core. Also during highway closures getting into the husky trailer park is a nightmare,
better signage is needed for the residential access.
Even as a local some of our traffic movement/flow is questionable
The intersection of 9th Street S and 10th Ave S feels very unsafe now, especially with higher traffic volumes and visitors unfamiliar with where the lanes
are.
Van lifers camping wherever
Poor lane marking and signage causes issues on main roads through town. Hwy 95/9th St S intersection is a prime example. Excessive speed through
town is another major problem. During hwy closures, congestion and traffic control becomes a serious issue
It's understandable that people who are new/visiting are driving slower and are more erratic. While the acceptableness of that can be debated, we're
not going to change it with a transportation plan. Idling is a concern though given our relatively poor air quality. Large trucks with trailers and RVs
shouldn't be permitted in the downtown core.
This maybe isn’t your jurisdiction but it is related: t he Save On parking lot needs signage.

wayfinding
large vehicle parking

one-ways
enforcement
Apostles intersection, wayfinding, signage
speed,

enforcement, parking

speed
8 ave N and Hwy 95 designated right and left turn
lane

na
10th and 9th, wayfinding
rv residents
wayfinding, signage, speed
large vehicle parking, idling

signage, save on foods

Optional: Are there any concerns or comments you have regarding the potential for on-demand transit in Golden? Open-Ended Response
Response
1
Cost to taxpayer
2
Not everyone has a cell phone or internet
3
Technology may not be accessible for all users.
4
Likely too expensive. Not familiar with the demand to say more
5
From what I've heard, Nelson does this well. Maybe copy them?
6
Would love to have this service in Golden as I do not drive.
7
Please please don’t waste any money on this. Tried the bikes. Didn’t work. To small of a town to make this work. Give it 5 or 10 years then return visit.
8
no
9
Need to make it accessible to low tech persons. On demand bus within Golden , not just to ski hill.
10
Many seniors who would require public transportation don’t have computers or cell phones.
11
It sounds like a nice idea, but I expect it would not be financially self-sufficient and would need to be subsidized, which I am not for.
12
It sounds cool. Does it work? I'd love to see some case studies. I've never heard of it and thus can't provide an intelligent opinion.
Just the cost. If the service isn't good enough nobody will use it, but it will be expensive to provide good service. As most of us have a car, few people
13
will be willing to pay for transit.
14
Cost vs ridership
15
after last fiasco with public bus, unbelievable this has come up again. Town too small
16
It has been tried and was a dismal failure. We don't have the population to support.
17
How easy to see the schedule and book the bus to stop at a specific stop ? Would people without internet or phone be able to book this service?
18
Equity -- can all users access the online or mobile applications?
19
Hope it involves a route to and from ski hill.
20
Support shuttle to Kicking Horse resort
21
On Demand is the way to go. Let's do it!!!!!!
22
Please make this a priority.
23
seems complicated and do we really need this in Golden
24
This would be great if it gets used enough. Going to kicking horse would be great too.
I have been doing some reading and studying about these on demand services that are provided in some communities. It is an interesting concept and
25
one that I think should be explored.
26
Cost would be the primary concern.
Bus service to KHMR; every major ski destination in North America and Europe has bus service to the ski hill. Make it an electric bus to please The
27
progressives.
28
No
29
cost
30
Those that need transit may not be able to afford a data plan to order the bus to stop.
31
I think its a great idea.
32
Public use Transit should be reliable and consistent and easy to understand and regular stops regular route and regular frequent times.
Unsure if "Uber" or other services alike are available, however On-demand transit like described above may be at significant risk if/when agile services
33
like Uber and similar become available.
34
Not sure if we have the economy of scale to make it work but it would be great if it did.
When busses were running in the area the only day I ever saw a passenger on a bus was the first day. I lived on the bus route. They were empty and a
35
big waste of money.
It would allow after-hours clubs and activities to happen at schools and community spaces because students would not be limited to the school bus
36
schedule. Students with less parental support or working parents do not participate as much due to the lack of rides.
37
Provide a non-internet required method to request transit service
I'm intrigued by this and would need to understand more about what this would look like in Golden. Would a small electric bus be possible? Could
38
pick/up drop off at people's homes be possible? Would Nicholson / Parson / Donald etc. be included or just down-town Golden? What about evenings,
getting people home safe from downtown / bars?
39
Just worried about the cost/benefit and usage level.
I think that we are such a small community with density that it is not realistic. I would support transportation of some kind for a shuttle to Kicking
40
Horse Resort
On-demand transit is a great idea for reducing cost/saving time, however it can be very difficult for some to understand and may not be accessible to
41
residents/visitors who do not have access to a phone application/online servies.
42
Wait times, time of day service
43
The vehicle should be an EV and move towards driveless as technology is available.
44
Lack of access to pre planning pick ups. How can this model avoid inclusivity issues.
I'm okay with someone starting an Uber service, but NOT something tax payers are responsible for. Too many people in town employment and taxes
45
too high!!
User accessibility may be a problem. Elderly or disabled people who would most require this type of transit might have the hardest time using an app to
46
utilize it
47
Cost
48
We need a bus that runs to the ski hill for public!
49
Needs to have a transit from golden to kicking horse mountain resort every 2 to 3 hours
50
Multiuse paths would be more useful around town, a shuttle service to the resort would help reduce traffic and pollution dramatically
I feel that a regular schedule would make it easier for people to plan accordingly. Also having to have an app or make an appointment can be a limiting
51
factor for some.
On-demand transit specifically for reaching the Resort, and for folks living around Golden Donald Upper, would be ideal. I think most residents living in
52
the core can look to active transportation.
It will be interesting to see how much it gets used. Perhaps it will get used more seasonally such as winter when streets and sidewalks can be
53
treacherous for pedestrians and cyclists...but in the snow free times of year, I can see more people walking or cycling. I realize there are less mobile folks
who this service may be a boon to.
54
On demand transit I would suspect is very expensive. A transit system that works, is a one that is consistent. Then you can plan properly.
55
Really, just cost vs usage. Great idea if it is at all viable, but not so much if it is anywhere near as subsidized ridership like our previous attempt.
56
Golden is a pretty small town, and the road/ walking/ biking trails give many transportation options.
57
Leaves out people who are not connected with technology to submit a request for a ride
58
Scheduling, how far ahead do you have to book a pick up?
59
What about more taxi or uber
60
Will the town be flexible enough to embrace transit fully if demand increases?
61
Not sure if there is enough volume for that type of transit
62
All seniors are not computer literate or have cell phones
63
Connecting KHMR to Golden should be a top priority for the community. Look at Revelstoke and the success they have had through partnering with
RMR and how effective their shuttle network has become. More transit will result in significantly reduced vehicle traffic.

Response Theme
cost
accessible
accessible
cost, need?
Nelson
support
size
na
accessible, destinations
accessible
cost
examples
cost
cost, need?
size
size
useability, accessible
accessible
destinations
destinations
support
support
need?, useability
destination, need?
support
cost
destination, support, electric
cost
accessible
support
useability
uber
size
useability, cost
children
accessible

electric, regional connections, useability, destinations
cost
size, destination
accessible
useability
electric
accessible, useability
uber
accessible
cost
destination
destination, useability
destiantion, emissions
usebability
regional connection, destinations

seasonal
useability, cost
cost
size
accessible
useability
uber
demand
need?
accessible

destinations, support

CONTINUED: Optional: Are there any concerns or comments you have regarding the potential for on-demand transit in Golden? Open-Ended Response
Response
Response Theme
64
I support on-demand transit although I will likely never use it (I typically bike/walk and live in a central location), I think more work/study should be
done to determine that it would be a viable option (enough use) while also still being affordable. It needs to be designed to support low-income
residents, residents without access to transportation and be supported by the Regional District to support Area A as well.
regional connections, cost, destinations
I don't think enough people would use this service and funding it would be a waste in my opinion. May be more of a business venture than a municipal
65
service.
cost, need?
66
On demand transit needs to be well implemented. Lead time should be short - same day at worst. Preferably better than that. There must be demand
for a KHMR shuttle at least a few times a day. This is such an easy way to cut down traffic volumes and ease a whole host of other vehicle related issues
in the Golden KHMR corridor. It was well used when it existed and there is no reason why it shouldn't come back.
destinations, useability
67
Fully support and hope that any fleet is EV or comparable clean tech.
electric, support
68
It needs to be convenient enough for people to use, I know this is difficult.
useability
69
As long as the app/texting situation is well-implemented, I am all for it.
support

Optional: Let us know if you have any other comments for the Golden Transportation Plan. Open-Ended Response
Response
1
Great job.
2
Challenging for a town like Golden with a small population and large area.
3
Transportation connections to primary access hubs (Calgary Airport) and to other regional communities is also important when considering how
successful a local shuttle would be.
4
I do not drive, for medical reasons. It takes me 25 minutes to walk to work. It would take me 45 minutes to an hour to get to the strip. On-demand
transit would alleviate this issue for myself and others. And I'm sure there are plenty of people in town that would rather pay for a monthly transit pass
than for gas, maintenance, etc. for their vehicle.
5
The current plan does not give any detail. It basically breaks down into 31 detailed and multipart questions which are most likely to be answered in
"support". Would you like something to be done on this street with no sidewalk to make it safer? Yes. Without the details, like would you spend
$10million on this x improvement, the survey is somewhat meaningless. How much tax would you like to pay for this improvement. What will be the
staffing implications of maintaining this infrastructure. How will winter maintenance impact taxes, staffing, resources. What are the environmental
implications of all these changes, what water management will be integrated into these changes. Lumping together in one question should there be
more bike parking (yes) with landscaping (maybe) and more places to travel to (where exactly) cannot generate meaningful engagement. The questions
are very broad without sufficient supporting detail.
6
7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

26
27
28

Response Theme
support
size, geography
regional connections, transit
transit

details, survey

People on bikes who can’t maintain the speed limit should not be riding up the middle of the road on Selkirk Hill. They can use the sidewalk and
safety
dismount if they encounter pedestrians.
Golden is already pretty easy to move around and through. The areas for improvement are making crossings safer, by slowing down traffic along 10th rail crossings, speed, sidewalks
Ave and Hwy #1, and a few new sidewalks or connector trails to join existing areas/trails.
The ideas of a shuttle at times with bike racks to the hill would be pretty cool and honestly would be an excellent idea for winter. I bet it would get a lot transit, cost, useability
of summer traffic with people going to cedar lake or the hill and opting to ride back to town rather than driving up and back down. Similarly in the
winter, it could be a good option for residents and tourists if there was an intelligent pickup loop and how to handle potential parking issues if there
isn't a great network. While I would love to see transit succeed in Golden, I don't know enough about the feasibility at our size and the associated costs.
It's a small town, everyone has a car, and if you're south of the kicking horse, you can walk anywhere fairly quickly.
The only concern I have is for new trails to negatively impact safety of the residents. I'm less familiar with other neighborhoods, in some areas there
may be similar concerns as the following: In our neighborhood, I strongly oppose #26, the Selkirk Escarpement trail. It would be purely a scenic trail and
not improve on any transportation needs neither for the residents nor the community, and therefore seems out of step with the town's initiative. It
would bring a ton of people to the backside of all the properties, which do not currently have movement detectors or other safety features. This would
create safety issues, we'll all need to build fences at the back side to ensure property lines are clear, there will very likely be dog poop, human poop,
noise, etc.
We should not plan to have trails everywhere and this plan seems to do just that. There are plenty of quiet streets in town that provide safe and easy
access to existing trails.
Top 3 priorities: Replace Highway 95 bridge and eliminate need for pedestrian traffic light as part of the project. Improve and widened Upper Donald
from the highway to the Town Boundary. Install a sidewalk and bike path add street lights that are motion sensitive and install a series of speed bumps
on this road as it nears Granite Dr and Pine Dr. There are too many vehicles speeding. Realign Kicking Horse Dr and build an overpass of the CPR
tracks and a new bridge over the river. Move the road 12-15 meters to the east so that there is room to create a multi-use pedestrian/bike path on the
river side with gardens, benches, lighting etc. All of these improvements should take priority over the proposed new swimming complex. Golden is
basically broke, doesn't have sufficient reserves and we can't afford luxuries like a pool complex.

Selkirk

Some concern the new bridge will encourage increased speeds - although fully support new bridge, just needs to be managed
Is this for town or town and area a? Transit including Area A seems unsustainable considering lack of density and size. Transit in town would be possible
and a benefit if it could be organized on an affordable basis
we need uber and lift
we should be promoting more cycling to work, cycling during errands. This can include using e-bikes. Installing more bike racks. Making streets more
bike friendly with signage and trails. I routinely use an e-bike to buy food, pick up my kids from school, go to work. The trend is happening and our
town should be at the forefront of this
Letting residents offer Uber or Lyft
the shuttle to the hill is a fantastic plan!!!
On-demand for Area A and from north and south Golden to central "transportation station in downtown Golden. Then, a regular service to KHMR
during winter and summer seasons, with financial support from RCR.
Street lights that illuminate the street. Streets that are in good repair. Some in the downtown business area are a disgrace.
A shuttle to the ski hill is a must, but not something the town should have to invest in but they should support the idea.
A major limiting factor is lack of shuttle to KH. This needs to be addressed.
There is a huge need for a multi-use path connecting Nicholson to Golden.
Seriously, cars suck. No cars downtown. make it a european patio way!
I strongly missed an evaluation of the existing and future key destinations. How are you going to deal with a potentially new indoor pool at the arena?
Which areas in town do you expect to grow most and create most traffic within the next 20 years (future development sites)? The downtown area
could experience such a great improvement if traffic and parking would be reorganized. What keeps you from creating a vehicle-free zone on the main
strip and allowing the gained space to be used for outdoor seating? This could also just happen for a certain time during the summer season (for one
month, or every Sunday) to see how people react, and after this consider a permanent change. As mentioned in a previous question, the possibility of
increased parking space demand needs to be addressed. Consider a multi-story parking garage close to the downtown area. With 4 lanes and side
parking, Hwy95/10Ave S has a road cross-section which doesn't seem to be appropriate. Could it be reduced to 1 lane for each direction plus a left-turn
lane in the middle? The extra space could be used for active transportation.

bridge, speed
transit, golden

I sense the planners are ramming THEIR vision down our throats to appeal to a younger, trendier demographic and larger supported by older, more
established tax payers. Like the pool, OTHERS want stuff that WE pay for. Taxes when up 10% in 2021 in line with assessments, can we expect to pay
28-30% more in 2022. ENOUGH ALREADY!!
Bus service to the ski hill should be available!
A bus system and more electric car ports! We should be encouraging green transport! The bus should run on biofuel or be electric! Think Forward
GOLDEN!
Maintenance of paths would improve use, ice limits accessibility. A shuttle to the resort would reduce traffic and pollution.

audience, cost

too many trails
Replace Highway 95 bridge, Improve and widened
Upper Donald, Granite Dr and Pine Dr multi use trail
and crossing, Enforcement,Rail crossing

uber
promote at

uber
destination, transit
destinations, regional connections
lights, maintenance
destinations
destinations
regional connections
t car
growth, parking garage, ped zones, promote at

destinations
transit, electric
maintenance, destinations

CONTINUED: Optional: Let us know if you have any other comments for the Golden Transportation Plan. Open-Ended Response
Response
29
I think all the proposed improvements would be great. A pedestrian/bike overpass or underpass at the hwy 95 bridge would remove some congestion.

Response Theme
support, ped overapps hwy 95

30
31

Had i known about it sooner, I would have commented sooner!
Is it an issue getting to and from medical appointments at East Kootenay Regional Hospital in Cranbrook? I used to hear many concerns about that.

32
33
34
35
36
37

Gondola to the ski hill
Please lower the speed limits in town. People drive too fast and it's only a matter of time before somebody gets killed.
Need to make sure any transportation can accommodate wheelchairs and seniors
Consider a bigger picture for 7,000 people who reside here.
A functional shuttle to Kicking Horse would be great
I also think that 9th Street South should be 30km/hr the whole length, from high school to 5th Ave South. with all of the schools and pedestrian traffic
crossing, it just makes sense. I'd also like to see improved crossings, markings and signage, along this stretch especially at the schools.

destinations

38

I'm disappointed to see that no attempt was made to address the deplorable cycling conditions on Hwy 95 between Golden and Nicholson, the
condition of the rotary trail at 15th st s or, the big one, the Kicking Horse Drive rail crossing. All issues that received a lot of feedback in the last round
and all completely ignored in favour of single block sections of sidewalk and ill defined "active transportation corridors".

regional connections, promote at

39

Let's stop building our community around cars. Let it be inconvenient to drive in Golden. We want active transportation to become the norm.

promote at

40

The shuttle to KHMR is important, If left to private sector, what incentives can be offered to make sure this happens. Eg. discount on lift ticket or
Nordic trail fees. Having a regular schedule would be important.
It absolutely cannot be the way it was. I ride it one time and it took longer to get from A to B on the bus than it would have taken to walk.

transit, destination, private

41

na

transit, accessible
size
destination, transit
speed, 9th, safety

transit
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